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SOLDIER BOYS GONE
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ESTANCIA

TO GO
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D
2, 1918
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Wanted

IS

A good man, married or single,

OVER THE TOP

for general farm work, steady
Apply to H. C. Williams.

job.

SILVEJRTON

There will be a big patriotic
The full list of soldiers called
Estancia is
the top on the Special Correspondence.
rally in thu Estancia M. E. for departure last Thursday did Second LibertyoverLoan,
with
church next Sunday, May 5, at not go. The following copy of a
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Buckner and
s of $15,100, our quota
family look dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
11 o'clock in the torenoon.
report made by the local board being $12,500.
The principal speakers will be shows who went, who did not
Bring along that service flag. Luther Campbell last Sunday.
Bennie Harris belongs to Silvcrton
John Becker, Jr. of Belen, and go, and.the reasons
In this COnneifion it in nnnr once
a
he id sojourning with
F. C. H. Livingston, attorney,
Homer D. McComb, entrained, policy to be kicking, even though George'more,
Merrifield for the summer.
also of Belen.
Barrett B. Wagner, disquali there seems to be some inequalThe entire services will be de-- . fied on examination by Medical ity, but we want to call attention at Bland Knieht attended the rehearsal
Silverton last Saturday night.
voted to patriotism, and the Advisory Board.
to the apparent fact that as be
.Mr. and Mrs, Henrv Lieon took din-meeting will be one which no
Richard R. Garner, deferred tween the different localities of nt'r with Mrs. Lamb and attended staff
, loyal citizen can afford to miss.
on Nation s War Service.
the county the aDoortionmpnt is ing at Cedar Grove in the afternoon.
Make it a point to attend this
Mrs. P. T. Grassham and daughter
Hubert Richard, failed to ap unequally made.
Hattie T. visited Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
meeting, even though it may be pear.
Ihe list apportioning the vari Long
near Mcintosh laBt Friday and
at some inconvenience.
tieroert in orris Tyson, en ous districts of the countv in imt oauuroay.
The speakers mentioned are trained.
available at this time, but we are Mr and Mrs. It. F. Clark of Cedar
among the best in the state. Mr.
William E. Rhoads, entrained. told that Willard wan annnrtinnerl Grove vicinity are making them a real
Becker is described as a ' 'whirl$2,500, and Mountainair $12.000. home up in the cednrs and it sure looks
Eddie Elliston, transferred.
Monej- to us valleyites.
They are ceiling,
wind" of patriotic fervor, and
Benedico
Gomez,
deferred, This is a srlarinc inemmlitv n good
canvassing and papering their house
Mr. Livingston is a logical, schol- lamping season.
everybody knows, but this is hot and
painting inside and out.
arly orator.
George S. Campbell, remedial a matter we care so much about. Gardens init this
neighborhood are
On the same day there will be group B to be called later under
The thinsr we do care ahont beginning to look green, and soon we'll
a Red Cross benefit at the Pas- surgeon General.
IT PAID KIM
and upon which we want to reg- be having garden sass to eat with our
corn
time Theatre, where the patriotic
THE STORY OF MOST ALL OF OUR VERY RICH
Manuel Garcia, referred to ister an emphatic protest,
the Missbread.
hoc
BEEN THE SAME. THEY BEGAN BY PUTTING SOMF MFN
photoplay, "Mrs. Slacker," will Medical Advisory Board, held in practice of A bunuernn is ana
Gertrude Miller of Cedar drove
HARD EARNED MONEY IN THE BANK AND ADDING TOOF TTHEIR
Thursday night with Helen
be given at 2.30 in the afternoon group a.
Santa Fe taking credit for Tor- spent
tirassham.
THE BOSS ALWAYS KNOWS WHO THE Trustworthy
and at 8 in the evening.
rance county subscriptions.
Linaus Welch, entrained
Mrs. Lulher Campbell and Mrs. Ran
XfiWG.í?.S!S
ÍJH JME BANK BOOKIS THE BOSS
Messrs. Becker and Living
Jose Rod Brazil, deferred by
Un the becond Liberty Loan dolph Smith, spent Monday with Mrs.
DAY AND THE BOY WITH THE BANKWANTS TO
ArrftilNT
Bton will speak at the afternoon uiscrict Board class 4.
P. T. Grassham.
GETS THE CHANCE.
this county subscribed hetwpf-ANYHOW
HANDY TO hauf
A BANK ACCOUNT FOR YOUR OLD AGe!
performance, and also a local
Milford Milbourn is building quite an
John D. Waldron, not classified $50,000 and $60.000. and
START ONE NOW.
to his house.
Man.
oy District Board.
creaic lor subscribing 12,000. addition Campbell
COMETO OUR BANK.
has the foundation laid
At the evening performance
Benjamin J. Woodall,
en This came about bv the Estancia forRev.
his new bungalow up in the cedars
Rev. J. W. Waltz, pastor of the trained- savings Bank, the Willard and Mr. Massey
dug on
is having
Methodist church, will deliver
John Warfel, entrained
mountainair banks as we are in his place, but says theya well
DIRECTORS
A. J. CRFFN 1 R upounnu
are getting
u c sue-- ,
an address on ' 'The Relation of The last named volunteered to formed, and nearly a!l the people along
' ' on,yjn
slow.
DR. C. J. AMBLE, J. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER'.
Church
to
Winning
the
the
of go in place of Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. Massey of Torreón
in the north part of the coun
d
the War," and a
Mr. Massey's father over Sunday.
These boys went to Camp ty sending their subscriptions
Man will also make an address, runston, Kansas.
through Albuquerque and Santa Don't forget the date of our school Cedar Grove Sunday afternoon.
Bowman and Mrs. Falconer of Mcprices
entertainment
at Silverton Saturday
The
of admission will be
Another call has been made for Fe banks, and they turned it in
The Cedar Grove vouncr nennle en. intosh had a break down or blow out
May 14.
Everything free.
11c and 17c, including war tax. eighteen men to go on May 10th, as Bernalillo and Santa Fe coun night,
Come and enjoy yourself, ad a good joyed Victrola music at the home of on Sunday before last, which kept
and the net proceeds will go to They will go to Fort McDonnell, ty subscriptions.
and interesting program is being got- Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ligon Sunday them from enjoying the bunch of Kentucky gabblerB at Kentucky Lodge.
evening.
the Ked (Jross.
uaiitornia.
Ihe same thinu: is hanoeninc ten up.
ReDorts from Mrs. Ben Youn at Kl
Mr. and Mrs Roberts and children
Next Sunday is intended to be The list of those called for the to a somewhat lesser extent in Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Buckner made a Paso
say she is quite sick.
from the foothills visited Mr. and Mrs.
business trip to Chinchontee last Wedgiven over to patriotism in Es 10th follows:
loan.
this
Mr. Carson Frahm of Cedar Grove Randolph Smith Sunday
nesday.
m
tancia, and everybody should de
Frank L. Sandusky, Willard.
lorrance countv BDDears on Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Grassham and is quite low at the present writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson visited Mr.
"
vote the day to promoting love of
We were sorry to learn that John and Mrs.
Clyde J. Morrie, Estancia.
the books of the Dallas Reserve Mrs.
Henry Upon took dinner with
Bert Garland Sunday.
country and devotion to toe high
Timoteo Chavez, Pinos Wells. Bank as the worst kind of a Mr. and MrB. Gordon last Wednesday.
ideals of Americanism.
Alejandro Gutierrez, Torreón. slacker, while Santa Fe and Ber Mr. Grassham made a business trip to
Chilili in the forenoon.
Mrs. Gordon
Amadeo Sanchez, Palma.
nallilo counties get credit for has
a nice bunch of rhickenB but some
War Savings and Thrift Stamps Sales
C. A. BURRUSS. President
NtfAT. .TPVMSnw rv,,v
being the whoop-er-u- p
Juan J. Flores, Eastview.
sort
of them are dying, supposedly from
J N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. RORF.RSON
Julian Torrez, Mountainair,
Sales of War Savings Stamps
being chilled these frosty mornings.
ORTIZ,
2nd
Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Mrs. Gordon has a pretty garden and
John E. Sheehan. Willard.
and ihritt Stamps for week end
AUCTION SALE
begins to look like real living in her
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
ing April 27, at Estancia post
Juan Jaramillo, Pinos Wells.
new home.
office:
Antonio Perea, Torreón.
Cedar Grove youig people, are help- 4 Per Cent to Red Cross
Ralph B. Coombs Jr., 1 Thrift
Tomas Romero.
ing in me f rogram at silverton.
All new furniture and men on.
Stamp.
Robert H. Culberson. Moun
Dewitt Barron. Mr. Gordon and P. T.
ing at auction. 4 per cent of the Grassham planted corn last week.
HE FOUNDATION FOR CREDIT 'MUST RF
Thalia Elgin, 10 War Savings tainair.
Burly Burns, Mountainair.
Stamps.
proceeds will be Kiven to the Red George Merrifield is havimr his
LAID LONG BEFORE THE CREDIT IS
Alfred E. Neighbors. Cedar- - Cross. I will sell to the highest tractor repaired for more plowing.
Theola Elgin, 10 War Savings
NEEDED, FOR IT 1,5 DEPENDENT UPON
Mr. Denny was UD in the mountains
vale.
Stamps.
oioaer tor cash on Saturday. Mav hauling
CHARACTER AND REPUTATION AND THESE
last week. Mr. Denny had the
Gilford Welch, Moriarty.
4tn, 1918, as follows:
Jane Book, 5 Thrift Stamps,
misfortune of losing a horse not long
ARE BA SED ON KNOWLEDGE AND ASSOCIA2 rocking chairs
unknown, 2 Thrift Archie E. Vestal, Lucy.
Cash
since.
6 dining room chairs
Manuel Brown, Mountainair.
Stamps.
TION.
A letter from Sertreant
Harvev
2 bed steads
B. Steele says he is getting so fleshy
young men
C. M. Milbourn,
2 Thrift
Charles F. McGinnis. Moun
find
connection
that he is outgrowing his uniform.
'
2 bed springs
Stamps.
tainair.
decidedly
He
bank
studying
is
,French, veterinary
2 mattresses
4 Thrift
Cash. unknown,
work and horse shoeing.
willing
NOUNTAINAIR RED CROSS
1 wooden cot
Stamps.
Miss Etta Clark and Mr. and Mrs.
2 center tables
Enriquez Mattingly, 1 War
counsel
sound banking
family who live on the
Bradshaw
and
Our Red Cross funds Were in
may
1 library table
Savings Stamp, 10 Thrift Stamps.
Grover place near Blaney, attended
by
Sunday school at this nlace last Sun
1 extension table
Charles Mattingly. 1 War Sav- creased given proceeds from the
day, and also attended singing at Cedar
dance
at Electric Theatre
2 kitchen tables
ings Stamp, 11 Thrift Stamps.
give us
Grove
in the afternoon.
We hope
us
evening, April 26th net
1 wash stand
Emma Romero. 1 Thrift Stamp. rnday
they will come again.
you
give
Thanks due
1 baby sulky
10 Thrift ting them $46.00.
Frances Kelly,
Bennie
Harris attended Sundav
for the valuable services given
1 baby cradle
school at Silverton last Sunday.
Stamps.
1 mirror
Mr. Massev made a trio to Vauchn
H. W. Flora, 10 War Savings by Mesdames Jim Payne, Raff,
FARMERS AND
BANK
Rhoades. Melton. Miss Johnie
last Friday.
1 Princess dresser
Stamps.
with only a few days
Misses Callie and Veta Smith and
1 kitchen safe
Thomas W. Constant, 8 Thrift Saunders,
Mrs. Campbell attended singing at
for advertising, and to A. Melton
1 kitchen cabinet
Stamps.
1 rug, size 2x4
Flora May Dean, 1 Thrift donating house, lights, piano.
with Surveyor Campbell banjo
1 rug, size 3x6
Stamp.
tor donations 1 rug, size 9x12
Anna May Berkshire, 1 War accompanyist.
1 Congoleum rug, size 6x9
Savings Stamp, 4 Thrift Stamps. from the following business men
Spring is now here and a look at our Dry Goods DeDon't forget the date. These
Gordon Sherwood, 5 Thrift covering the expense of refreshments, viz: Chas. Weizh, W. R. are all new goods and are guarStamps.
will convince you of the fact.
partment
Orme,"" Mr. Dyer, Tom Hollon. anteed by the Valley Furniture
Dr. Buer, Mr. Hector. Mrs. J. J. Co., Estancia N. M.
From John Warfel
White, Orme Merc. Co.,
Large shipments of sport dress goods, silks, ging- The soldier boys who left on Trading Co., Chappell's Farmers
Second
Burruss returned the lat
the 25th arrived at Camp Fun-- s Hand store. Last but not least. terFred
hams,
hosiery and underwear.
part of last week from a trip
The fol- three
ton without mishap.
for "Our Boys Over to El Paso, where be went with
lowing is from a letter from Here,"cheers
who contribute to every a view of buying some cattlr.
A very large and well selected line of ladies' and
John Warfel:
call to help "Our Bovs Over But he came back without havI am taking a little time to let There."
purchased.
dresses; wash suits and rompers for the "little
misses
ing
He didn't like
you know that we arrived at
the looks of the cattle or the
camp O. K.
fellows."
price. He thought of going over
Furniture! Furniture!
VVe had two lessons in drilling
HATS, SHOES,
into Mexico to look around, but
today, I believe that I am going
'department
A look at this
will after viewing the landscape from
Felt and si raw hats and caps for the Entire Family,
to like it.
you that we are head- a distance concluded he had seen
Tomorrow afternoon we are convine
all this season's styles. A very nice assortment of laquarters. Estancia Lumber Co. enough of it.
AND
going to leave for Detention
dies' sport hats in both straw and Panama.
Camp No. 2, which is about thiee
miles from here. I think that
they are going to vaccinate the
We are showing, we think, as well selected a line of
SPRING GOODS
boys tomorrow. Lots of them
spring
shoes as you'll find in much larger towns, in all
ainervous
a
little
getting
ir ad y .
styles and leathers.
Also full line of canvas shoes for
re
OF
Jn the last two days about 500
ladies
children.
men,
and
new men arrived in camp, so we
Have you overlooked the opportunity we are
won't be by ourselves.
I met several of tha boyg from
A look through our entire stock will convince you
ALL KINDS
offering
you of securing some genuine bargains
Estancia. Couri Douglas is here
we have a large and well selected stock of Spring
that
in this store every Saturday?
In your own in
with us now spending the evenGoods.
together."
ing
terest investigate the Saturday bargains on our

p

1

a

The Man with
nauiLgaie
in Our .Bank and became
partner
m the business

o--

tour-Minut-

e

Estancia Savings Bank
"

Four-Minut-

.

A'rah,

.

Young Men

a
will
with this
helpful,
through its
and
helpful
along
prepare
lines, they
opportunities.themselves
for futureyour
account and let
our cordial service.

SIOCKINS

SPRINGTIME

IS

NOWHERE

I

Overlooked?

II

Blackleg Vaccine

George Edmonds, Lucy, is
county agent fot the celebrated
Blackleg Vaccine.
Germ-Fre- e
During the
Immunizes for life.
war, 35a a dose. Administered
free if desired.

center counter.

HELLUMS
are
Where Prices

Lowest

Estancia Lumber Co.

'
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ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

1

t Sea
of the
By Randall Parrísh
Copyright A. C McCIurf Sc Co.

CHAPTER XV.

f

-10- -Th

Measure of Danger.
We were alone, and aa our eyes met
he advanced toward me across the
deck, her bond extended.
"I was only there for a moment. Captain Hollls," she explained quietly, aa
though In answer to the silent inquiry
of my face. "I was going on deck for
a breath of air, and when I opened the
door beard my own name spoken. Quite
naturally I listened."
"Which you had every right to do.
I endeavored to get from McCann a
pledge not to interfere with the discipline of the ship, and offered him the
freedom of the cabin and after deck,
tf he would make such a promise."
"And he refused?"
"Emphatically; be even accused me
motives you heard
at unworthy

thatr

She shook her head. "I hardly think
o; I beard him offer odds against
your ever bringing the Indian Chief
Into that German port, and oh, yes,
and something about your not getting
the girl what glrir
I smiled, decidedly relieved by the
lack of embarrassment In her manner.
"Have we so many of your sex on
board," I asked, "as to leave that In
any doubt?"
"He he referred to me I Why, I
thought it might be something which
bad occurred on shore In New York.
Whatever was It be said?"
"Why, It seems the fellow guessed
who you were In the boat no doubt
had seen you before, and recognized
your face as soon as It was daylight.
Then, however, It was too late for him
to disguise his real self as he had revealed It Els actions had made you
despise him, and turn to me for protection. Naturally the man Judges my
motives from bis own standpoint. He
Is aware that I am not extremely
wealthy Indeed not wealthy at all by
bis standards, and that you are your
father's daughter. Because I serve
you Is, to his mind, proof positive of a
mercenary purpose on my part that Is
alL"
Her eyes widened and there was a
glow of color In her cheeks.
"He he Insinuated that you sought
to to win my gratitude for some reward?"

"Tes."

"That my father would pay for your
kindness to me?"
"Well. Miss Vera," and I found It
extremely hard to choose words, "his
thoughts were more direct."
Her face brightened, a sudden gleam
of humor In her eyes.
"Oh, that you wanted o marry me!
Isn't It too funny Do you really think
be supposes that true?"
"I would not oe at all surprised," I
answered, not altogether pleased at
her reception of this suspicion. "It Is
wholly in line with his type. To me,
now, the wealth of your father would
te the greatest barrier between us."
"There was a time when you never
knew I had a wealthy father, or Indeed
any other kind."
"Was I any the less attentive then?"
I retorted. "I recall almost an entire
night passed on deck In the vague hope
of seeing you."
She laughed, but flashed her eyes up
Into my face.
"Did you, really? I wondered If you
were there. But then that was merely
curiosity."
"The mystery was attractive, I confess, but I am not at all sure there Was
ot a growing personal Interest also.
Ton can scarcely conceive the impres
sion you left on me In the moonlight.
"Please, no compliments.
I am so
accustomed to those In New York I
any
more. You
cannot appreciate them
were going on deck?"
"For a short time; It would seem a
beautiful morning."
We emerged from the companion together, but she lingered at the rail, as
I clambered up the ladder and greeted
Leayord aft of the wheel. It was a
broad seavlew revealed on every side,
nothing In sight but the crested waves
weeping to the distant horizon. The
nly men I saw were on the forecastle
engaged In clearing up some tackle,
excepting a fellow high up In the main
erosstrees, with binoculars at his eyes.
"You keep a good lookout I see, Mr.
Leayord," I said, peering up at the fig
ure outlined against the sky. "Nothing
reported?"
"Not yet sir. Mr. Olson said It was
all quiet while be was In charge."
He moved over to the starboard rail,
with a glance at the wheelsman, and I
Joined him, understanding the movement
"Your purpose la to avoid vessels If
captain?"
possible, I presume,
he
asked, pointing out across the water
In pretense of admiring the scene.
"The fewer we meet with the pleas-ante- r
our voyage, Mr. Leayord." quietly. "By the way, your language la
hardly that of a forecastle band ; aeem-Utgt- y
It has changed over night"
He permitted a smile to curra his
Bps.
"Environment atr, no doubt Aa
josun, I was a bit careless, but now
B
that I ts com aft the speech of a
aeema more appropriate. The
hv 10 1 ha4 two y ara at Sua. air."

t

Wen, I'm not sorry swered, leaning against the rail, his
"An, Indeed
for that It will make our relations eyea on the distant bank of cloud,
aft much more congenial. You are "only maybe we might piny money
against money in this game, with a fair
English born then, I take It?"
chance to win. I reckon gold, no mat"Yes, sir; a Bristol man."
cargo
ter where It comes from, would look
"This running of a contraband
good to those devils forward."
altogether
Germany
can
hardly
be
to
"Scarcely a manly act on our part
to your liking?"
He spat over the rail, and drew the to suggest such a thing."
sleeve of bis Jacket across bis lips, as
"Well, I don't know about that, sir,"
hla eyes met mine.
be insisted stubbornly. "I reckon old
pleasure,
I man Carrington would be willing
"Twould be more of a
admit captain, to be putting over a enough to pay the price, rather than
trick for the other aide," he answered, have his girl left in the bands of those
his fingers nervously gripping the rail, fellows. They'll be no lambs If they
"but I shipped for this voyage fair ever get control of the ship. But mayenough, and I always held It a sailor's be you know best, sir."
duty to stick to bis ship. Once I'm
I left him and walked forward to
through with this job, sir, and I'll do
where I could look down on the main
my hearty bit for old England."
deck. As deeply as I despised the
"Well said, Mr. Leayord," and I thought of ever resorting to this last
gripped his hand. "So far as I under- suggestion made by Leayord, yet I
stand this row, my sympathies are all could not remain entirely Indifferent
od your side. I may as well explain to to Its possibilities. If matters on board
you that I have been Induced to as- were, Indeed, as serious as he pictured
sume command because of the condithem, our situation was far from pleastion In which I found the owner. As
To keep on probably meant a batyou must know, the man Is a helpless ant
tle to preserve the ship, and Involved
cripple, and his entire fortune is repre- not only our own rough handling, even
sented by the cargo in this vessel."
possible death In the melee, but also
"He Is a friend of the lady's, sir, I unspeakable horror to the woman left
heard Dade say."
alone, and unprotected, on board. What
"Yes, they knew each other ashore would be her fate If we failed to upwhen she Was a young girt It was hold discipline, and those unbridled
odd enough for them to have met out ruffians once obtained control of the
here again, but stranger still Is the vessel? The thought staggered me.
fact that this fellow McCann, whom I
Yet I could reach no other concluhave locked up below, should have sion
except to continue the voyage,
been the cause of Bascom's present
meeting Its problems as they presentcondition."
There was no turning
ed themselves.
"You don't say, sir."
back now. AU hope lay in keeping Mcn
"That ls.the story as Miss Vera
prisoner, entirely Isolated from
tells It There was a shooting Cann
dealing with the
affray in a New York restaurant over his confederates, and
with a harsh firmness
men
forward
some woman. McCann shot blm and
sufficient to strike terror into their
bought his way clear."
souls. The slightest movement of re"He Is rich, then?"
part must be my signal
"The fellow has more money than volt on their
you and I will ever see, Mr. Leayord. for action.
The day held fair, with a stiff breeze
He's In the only place now where It
blowing over the port quarter, and the
can do him no good."
sea about us vacant of
The mate shook his head doubtfully, expanse of or
smoke. As noon apsail
his eyes wandering toward the men at either
proached I bad Dade fetch the sextant
the wheel.
the captain's stateroom, and took
"I wish I was so cocksure of that from
my observation
with considerable
sir," he said soberly. "There's some care, going below to work out my fig
mighty bad blood forward on this ship,
many years pnssed
as
alone,
ures
the
and It's my Judgment we're not out of ashore had left me a bit doubtful of my
the mess yet by a long ways. Those facility. No one appeared to take any
wolves have got a scent of McCann's deep
interest in the event although I
gold, and they'll never leave the trail
noted a group of men forward watch
until they get It."
as
ing I disappeared.
"You don't think they would actually
With nothing to guide me, or check
attempt mutiny?"
my figures with on the chart, I went
"They're not calling It that, sir. It's
twice to be assured of acover
the cargo aboard, and your determina- curacy,themfinally marking our position
tion to land it safe at Hamburg, which
carefully as possible, and determinIs going to make the trouble. There as
ing our future course. Leayord had
Is only one German In the crew, sir
been called for his watch, and
the rest are all English and Swedes, ex- just
upon the after deck,
cept a couple of niggers. The Swedes both officers were
for my appearance. They reand niggers will do whatever the oth- waiting
I approached, and, as
ers tell 'em to, an' the argument for- mained silent as
forward, my eyes
ward, according to Dade, Is, that it'll I turned and faced
largely Increased grouping
be no crime to capture this ship and observed a
men
and all
forecastle,
about the
run her Into an English port. They're of
aft
not ready yet, but the devil will break staring
"Are both watches on deck, Mr. Lea
loose presently, according to my noyord?" I asked. "Has there been any
tions. Wait until they hear what has
call for all hands?"
happened to McCann."
"No, sir," he answered, his own gazo
"Well," I snld deliberately, "we shall shifting.
"It's the change of watch,
Leacomes,
Mr.
meet
to
have
whatever
the second mate's men haven't
yord. I talked with McCann again this and
gone below yet Maybe the cook is
morning and offered him his freedom
slow, or else they ere a bit curious to
find out where the ship Is, sir. Would
you mind giving them the figures?"
"Not at all; the wheelsman would
spread the news fast enough as soon
de
as relieved. We are at fifty-tw- o
gress, thirty-fiv- e
minutes west longitude, and forty degrees, ten minutes
north latitude, approximately."
"And where does that put us from
New York?"
"About five hundred miles, a Uttle
north of east; Halifax Is the nearest
port two hundred and seventy-fiv- e
miles nor' nor' by west. We are between the North Atlantic steamer
lanes and the direct course to the Mediterranean, more in line with tbe
Azores, I should say. That accounts
for the deserted sea we're out of the
I

8ht Lingered at the Rait.
aft If he would promise to keep away
from the crew. He refused to accept

parole, bo I locked him up again. Do
you suggest any other course?"
"No, sir, I don't" he said slowly,
after a pause for thought "This; Miss
Carrington now, by any chance Is she
the same lady these two men got to
shooting about?"
"No, she was not Involved In the
quarrel. McCann bad never met ber
personally until we escaped from the
wreck of the yacht together."
"She waa a passenger, also?"
"She waa the owner's daughter."
"Then abe'a rich, too?"
"Her father la one of New York's
What dlffeaene
multimillionaire.
doe that make, Mr. Leayord?"
"Nothing, much, likely," ha an

beaten track."
"How's the coal, sir?"
"All but one bunker full yet; we'll
not steam heavy except tonight."
"Personally I don't see any objection
to making a try of It," Leayord added,
"but I don't know how the crew may
feet This Isn't exactly the sort of
voyage they shipped for."
"We may as well test them first as
last" I said determined to have it over
with. "Both watches are mostly on
deck. Have the bosun call them aft."
quickly
The fellows responded
enough, a few slouching along in pretended indifference, but the majority
exhibiting a real interest Liverpool
Bed stood directly below me, a step in
advance of his mates. His cap hid his
eyes, but there was an ugly, defiant
grin on his face, which angered me.
"Well, men," I said, wasting no time
in soft phrasing, "I've called you aft
for a straight talk. You shipped on
the Indian Chief for a voyage to Hamburg "
"Who said we did?" a voice Interrupted. "The most of us was shanghaied and brought aboard drunk."
"That has nothing to do with me," I
replied sharply. "I waa not the skipper then ; but I am now. Your name
are on tb papera regularly enough.

and the only thing I need to explain
Is the necessity for a change in our
sailing course. As most of you know,
war has broken out in Europe since
this ship cleared from Baltimore. Tbe
chances are about a hundred to one
that we would be captured, or sunk, if
we tried to reach our port through the
,
Channel,"
"By whom?" It was Liverpool who
spoke.
"English or French warships."
Dutch cargo then we've
"It's a d
got In the hold. , That's the way I figured it Well, now look here, sir.
Smltz Is the only Dutchman aboard,
an' the rest ov us don't take kindly to
that sort o' Job."
"You're sallormen, and shipped on
this voyage before ever war wns declared. Now will you listen to me until I get through V
"Ah, let him talk, Bed," someone in-

1

vise thu conclusion. The weather neld
fair, and the men worked cheerfully.
Now that the liquor was out of them
they proved themselves a fairly efficient crew, obeying the orders of the
mates smartly. Apparently the crisis
had been passed, and tbe only problem
remaining to confront us was that of
navigation. With my mind at rest on
this point, I pnssed the bourn of tbe
afternoon largely In my own stateroom,
sleeping for an hour or more In preparation for the night's watch on deck,
and later carefully figuring out In detail the exact course I should attempt
to follow during tbe period of darkness.
Refold the call to supper came, I
called on Bascom to explain to him the
situation, but found the man stupefied
by some drug, taken perhaps to alleviate pain, and scarcely capable of comprehending my meaning. Satisfied that
I could gain no assistance from him, I
left the man lying helplessly in his
bunk, and returned to the main cabin.
Vera did not appear until after Leayord and I were seated at table, yet
she had been on deck during the afternoon, and had much to say relative to
the beauty of the ocean scene through
which we sailed.
It was a pleasant hour we passed at
the table, Leayord relieving Olson, but
the girl and I lingering In rather Idle
conversation before we went on deck.
In spite of the pleasant day, and that
the sun was still visible in the western sky, the air on deck was chill, and
I returned below for a heavier coat

terjected.

I outlined my plan In as few words
as possible, and they seemed to listen
respectfully

MINING AND OIL
NEWS
Union Nw Srvic.
Price for Metal.
New York. Lead, 7.107.25.
Copper, $28.1214.

Wnuni Nw,pper

Bar silver,

99 91 0.

St. Louis.

Spelter, $6.76.

Boulder. Colo. Tungsten concen- tpnfA, Ri iur jtnnf S9.0 íwfi)22.5ñ Der
unit. Crude ores, 60 per cent $22.00
25.00: 25 per cent, 12.0012.6O; 10 per

cent t9.4012.20.
Arizona.
The annual report of the Phelps- Dodge Corporation brings to light a
most amusing development in tbe Arizona copper fields. For the year end
ed Dec. 31, including subsidiary com
panies, the corporation had sales of
copper, lead, silver and gold totaling
$48.978,772:
sales of coal, coke and
other In$12,182,687;
merchandise,
come, $1,100,727; total income, $62,- net
expenses,
$39,805,280;
262,186:
earnings, $22,456,906; dividends,
surplus, $11,666,906; reserve
total
for mine depletion, $5,516,526;
surpluB, $21,827,506; increase in valuation of mines to comply with governfinal
ment regulations, $110,069,341;

surplus, $181,986,847. Last year the
net after all fixed charges was

enough, only occasionally

interjecting a question. Liverpool did
not speak at all, nor Jim White, who
had pushed his way forward, until I
concluded. Then the latter asked suddenly:
"Would you mind if a couple of us
had a glance at that chart? Maybe
we'd see It clearer then."
"Certainly, you can all look at it
Mr. Olson, take the chart down there,
and point out the lines so the men can
see where we are."
They crowded about, endeavoring to
gain a glimpse, althougb'probably not
half a dozen among them possessed the
faintest conception of what tbe various markings signified. Liverpool and
White, however, got down on their
knees, and followed Olson's stubby
forefinger closely, as he traced the proposed course. White appeared rather
the more Intelligent asking a question

or two before regaining his feet
"I was on the Labrador coast once,
sir," be said, turning his face toward
where I stood waiting, "but that don't
help me much to get this thing
straight. It's to be a north course tonight then, so as to take us through
the steamer lane before daylight?"
"Yes."
"And where would we be about daylight tomorrow morning?"
"I can only guess at that, not knowing the exact shape our engines are in,
or the probable speed of the ship. But
we ought to be close to fifty degrees
west and about forty degrees, twenty
i
minutes north, I should say."
"How far away from land?"
"One hundred and fifty miles to the
east and south of Cape Race."
"Cape Race!" broke In Liverpool.
"I've heard o' that point It's south of
a harbor called St. John's. Here it is,
marked on the chart Jim."
He pointed it out with a dingy forefinger, and the two stared ut the spot
for a minute before they got to their
feet again. I waited, but neither
spoke.
"Is that all, men?" I asked with a
glance at their faces. "All right then,
you can go forward.
If any of you
wish to ask any questions later I shall
be glad to answer them.''
They disappeared without demonstration, talking among themselves,
yet to all appearances the conference
had not deeply Impressed the crew.
d
They seemed a stolid,
bunch, even Liverpool and White
slouching back to the forecastle, with
scarcely the exchange of a word. Olson rolled up the chart and clambered
up the ladder to where I stood beside
the first mate. For a moment he clung
to the rail watching the last of the men
disappear.
"Well, I'll be durned," be said almost under bis breath.
"What Is it Mr. Olson?"
"That's Just what I don't know, sir,"
he answered slowly. "One guess Is as
good as another, sir, but I'm mighty
near certain of one thing they haven't
no intention of goln' to Hamburg. Even
Liverpool and White showed no interest, except in one point"
"You mean where the ship will be tomorrow morning?"
"Just that ; and it's going to be tomorrow morning when they show their
hand. Till then, sir we'll have a model
crew. That's the way I see it"
"Which theory looks reasonable
enough," I acknowledged,
after a
pause, "although It's more my judgment that the arrest of McCann has
left them leaderless. I am not really
looking for any more serious trouble.
However, we'll be ready for it U it
comes."

WESTERN

Colorado.

It is officially announced that dur
ing 1917 the Rico Argentine mine produced and shipped to the smelters ore
worth considerably more than
$100,-00-

0.

A rich ore vein, cut between the por
tal of the Camp Bird tunnel, near

"Would You Mind if a Couple of Ut
Had a Glance at the Chart?"

and also brought back with me a cloak
belonging to the late commander with
which to protect Miss Carrington. Bui
for a faint trail of smoke far to the
westward, barely visible as the sun
sank below the horizon, no evidence
was discernible of any other vessel in
the wide circle. I bailed the lookout
la the maintop, but the wisp of smoke
was too for away for his eyes to determine the course of the distant steamer,
although as he swept his glasses a bit
farther northward, they became fixed
and motionless. As I stared up at him,
his voice reported:
"Sail ho!"
''Where away?"
"About three points off the port bow,
air a schooner's topsail."
"Very well, keep her in sight a fishing vessel likely."
Both watches were on deck, clustered In a restless bunch before the
forecastle, or overhnnglng the rail, evidently deeply Interested In observing
our efforts to get all possible speed out
of the Indian Chief. The fading light
gave me a glimpse of their faces, and
I noticed that both Liverpool and
AVhlte were circulating freely from
group to group. However, tbe men
responded readily enough to Olson's
orders, and sang cheerily as they tailed
onto tbe ropes, Liverpool himself leading the way up the ratlines and out
upon the malnyard as they sheeted
home.
The stars began to pop out in the
arch of sky above, silvering tbe waters, and we could no longer perceive
what was taking place forward. The
night shades settled about us, and the
staunch Indian Chief drove her sharp
k
waste of seo
bows through
In a race to cross the zone of danger
dawn.
coming
another
of
before the
Apparently everything was In our favor, and I stood there, leaning against
the rail, chatting with Miss Vera, out
conversation drifting idly.
It must have been after nine when
the girl left complaining of being
chilled even in the protection of the
great cloak. I crossed the deck with
her to the head of the stairs, and our
hands clasped as we lingered there a
moment, the dim light revealing ber
face uplifted toward mine.
"You are not going- - below, then, Mr.
"Surely all
HolUs?" she questioned.
goes well?"
"So remarkably well," I admitted,
"as to rather puzzle me. No, I shall
remain on deck until morning; not
that I really anticipate trouble, but the
entire responsibility rests with me."
"You do not feel that your officers
CHAPTER XVI.
'
are efficient?"
"Only within their limits of knowlIn the Hands of the Crew.
edge. I like the men, and trust them,
The afternoon brought me increased but at that they are only promoted
faith that tbe Imprisonment of Fergus from before the mast In an emergency.
McCann had practically ended the re- Neither possess any real knowledge of
bellion of tbe men forward. No doubt seamanship. You can go to your berth.
the spirit of mutiny still lingered, but and go to sleep. Miss Vera, assured
without the leadership this had ceased that the ship will be In safe bands."
to be dangerous.
Unbacked by tbe
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
New Yorker's display of wealth, Liverpool Red and Jim White were suddenNew Vegetable.
ly shorn of power to control tbe crew.
The udo, á Japanese vegetable someNor did anything occur during tbe what resembling asparagus, may b
remainder of the day to lead me to re-- I grown in almost all ot fiar (tata.

Ouray and Tram Angle station, will be
exploited as soon as litigation affect
ing it is nettled.
The Grand Valley and DeBeque oil
shale districts will be the scene this
summer of Interesting if not valuable
experiments In the treatment of that
important material.
The aerial tramway which Is to be
installed by the Rawley Mining Com
pany, between Bonanza and Shirley, is
arriving lu sections, and tbe work of
construction has begun.
' The Primos owners
are working
about as large a force of men as ever
at their mines up Bear creek, San
Miguel county, and at the reduction
works at the town of Vanadium.
A deal hps been closed by the Apex
Refining and Drilling Company which
places it in possession of the refinery
plant in the Boulder oil field.
The
property covers eleven acres and has
a present dally capacity of 600 barrels.
San Miguel county, with such steady
producers as the Smuggler-Union- ,
Tomboy, Liberty Bell and Black Bear,
leads the state In the Item of gain In
ore shipments for the month of March,
the percentage of Increase over March,
1917, being 33 per cent.
Montana.
High officials both of Anaconda and
Inspiration companies denied a report
that a consolidation of the two properties Is contemplated and that the merger will be arranged on a baBis of one
share of Anaconda for one share of In-

spiration.
As recently noted

the Anaconda
Copper Company is building the larg-

est electric
plant In
the world at Great Falls, Mont. This
plant is to consist of five
furnaces, having a total power
e

consumption of
It
Is probable that two more furnaces
will be Installed, giving a total horsepower consumption of 50,000.
New Mexico.
Mogollón Mines Company milled between 1,100 and 1,200 tons.
Usual
clean-uwas made on the 15th.
The Oaks company are developing
Pacific and Central Group at Mogollón. Ore being saved for shipment.
The Mesa Verde company has acquired upwards of 50,000 acres of oil
leases, located In tbe heart of the San
Juan field on domes and anticlines favorably reported.
A new mining camp Is being established In the vicinity of Redrock, twenty miles north of Lordsbúrg, with that
city as the shipping point, for the
mining of flourspar.
This summer the state of New Mexico will In all probability add to her
list of natural resources the greatest
of all petroleum.
San Juan county,
In the northwest part ot the state, is
at present entering upon oil activity.
The new Socorro mill machinery is
being placed at Mogollón. Slow delivery of machinery has caused some delay but on the whole work Is progressing rapidly, and It Is expected that the
mill will be running In the early summer.
Wyoming,

Producers and Refiners Corporation
has five standard rigs at work in Big
Sand draw. Several of these are drilling on ground leased from tbe River-to-

n

Petroleum Company.
Leslie Oil Company, drilling on the
Lee school section In the Warm
Springs
field,
near Thermopolls,
brought in Its third well on that
ground at a depth of 1,006 feet Just
one foot deeper than well No. 2 on tb
same section.
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THIS WOMAN

0u(LII!rS

SAVED FROM
AN OPERATION
By taking LydiaE. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, Une
of Thousands of Such Cases.
Blade Eiver Falls, Wis. -"- As Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
nvej dh iruui bo
IllllllllllPjlllllllllllltl operation, I cannot
say enough in praise
ot it. i Buttered Irom
organic troubles and
my side hurt me bo
l could nardiyoe up
from my bed, and I
was unable to do my
housework.
I bad
the best doctors in
Eau Claire and they
wanted me to have
an operation, but
Lvdia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound cured me so I did
not need the operation, and I am telling
all my friends about it" Mrs. A. WT
B inzer, Black River Falls. Wis.
lit is just such experiences as that of
Mrs. Binzer that has made this famous
root and herb remedy a household word
from ocean to ocean. Any woman who
suffers from inflammation, ulceration,
displacements, backache, nervousness'
irregularities or "the blues" should
not rest until she has given it a trial,
and for special advice write Lvdia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass,

reasons

f
French skirmish party In the open, somewhere in the Meuse sector. 2 The lock gates of the Bruges canal
at Zeebrugge which were reported destroyed In the allied naval raid on the German
3 Stephen
buses.
Panaretoff, Bulgarian minister to the United States, who many Americans think should be sent home by a declaration of war against his country.
1
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A wonuin Is sntlsfled with a photo

graph when It flutters her.
PROVEN

SWAMP-ROO-

Naval Forces of Allies Make
Dashing Raid to Bottle Up
Hun
Bases.

T

AIDS WEAK KIDNEYS
The symptoms of kidney and bladder
troubles are often very distressing and
leave the system in a
condition.
lhe kidneys seem to suffer moBt, as al
most every victim complains of lame back
and urinary troubles which should not be
neglected, as these danger signals often
lead to more dangerous kidney troubles.
which, so
Dr. Kilmer's Swamn-Roo- t
many people say, soon heals and strengthens the kidneys, is a splendid kidney,
liver and bladder medicine, and, being
an herbal compound, has a gentle healing effect on the kidneys, which is almost immediately noticed in most cases
by those who use it.
A trial will convince anyone who may
be m need of it. Better get a bottle from
your nearest drug store, and start treat
ment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to JJr,
Kilmer & Co.. Binghamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

It's the limited express for the man
stutters.

Who

If you wish beautiful, clear white
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
food grocers. Adv.
Don't seek sacrifices.

Just wult.

8oothe Baby Rashes
That itch and burn with hot baths of
Cutícula Soap followed by gentle
anointings of Cuticura Ointment.
Nothing better. For free samples address, "Cuticura, Dept. X, Boston."
Bold by druggists and by mall. Soap
25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Ov
A New Service Flag.
One of our Jacales, Maurice Clement, the quartermaster on the U. S. S.
Texas, thinks that the conventional
service flag which is now flying from
windows all over the
lmmuneruble
country, has one defect. It does not
tell what branch of the service each
man has entered.
Now Quartermaster Clement Is extremely proud of being In the navy,
so, when he came to make a service
flag for his own home, he framed the
central white space with a piece of
white-lin- e
tied In attractive knots. At
the top and bottom of the panel he
made a double Carrick bend ; at each
side, at equal Intervals, a figure eight
knot, and then a square knot, thus
making a balanced design.
This flag Is not only very attractive,
but it leaves absolutely no doubt as
to what branch of the service It symbolizes. Popular Science Monthly.

Identified.
"Joe" Jefferson once presented a
check at n Detroit bank, only to be
told by the cashier that he'd have to
be Identified.
With a twinkle in his eye the great
actor quoted from the piny with which
his name will always be associated:
"If. my leedle dog Schneider was
only here, he'd know me."
"Enough !" excluluied the cashier as
he Immediately cashed the check.
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Kemmel, southwest of Ypres, but the
French defending that sector drove
them back with severe losses. So, at
the time of writing, the German gains
in the renewed offensive are almost
nil.

The terrific slaughter of Germans
since their offensive opened, due to
their custom of advancing in mnss
formation across open ground, has
been more than they could stand, and
Ludendorff has put a stop to that
method of attack. The Huns now dash
forward In smaller and separate pur-tle- s
and take shelter when the chance
offers.
In the assault on
the German tanks made their first appearance, leading the infantry, and
a spectacular battle with British tanks
ensued. Several of the heavy Hun machines engaged two light British tanks
and disabled one of them. A big British tank rolled up to the rescue and
after a sharp fight put one of the German monsters out of action and drove
the others from the field.

Belgian roads. The Netherlands
refuses to permit Germany to
take these materials through Dutch
terrify for military works.
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The Guatemalan notional assembly
has declared that Guatemala occupies
the some position toward the European
belligerents as does the United States,
which in diplomatic circles Is considered a declaration of war on Germany
and her allies.
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The rapidity with which American
troops are being sent across the Atlantic Is heartening the allies and demonstrating the Intention of our government to put In the field the greatest
possible force In the shortest possible
Germans Gain Little by Heavy Attacks
time. Many of the men are going by
Holland Being Pushed to War's
way of Englund, and the fact that they
Brink John D. Ryan Made
are being transported across the EngDirector of Aircraft Prolish channel In safety has aroused the
duction.
Germans to such an extent that their
naval authorities have had to apoloBy EDWARD W. PICKARD.
gize for the Inaction of their fleet.
Last week brought forth one of the
It Is not permitted to tell how many
most spectacular and dashing opera
proposes to
men the administration
tions of the war the raid of British
neral
to France before the end of the
send
and French naval forces on the GerDoyen's fine brigade of year, but It Is so great that when DiChew
man
bases at Zeebrugge and American marines, It appears, has been
shipOstend. Five obsolete cruisers and In the thick of the battle In France rector General Schwab and the Goe-thal- s
ping
by
were
board
General
told
two old submarines were sacrificed.
and the casualty list sent over proves
the amount of shipping he would
The former, laden with concrete, were the "ssldlers of the sea" have mainMr.
to be sunk In the channel mouths, and tained their best traditions, for the list require they were staggered.
Schwab,
however, believed the estithe latter .full of explosives, were driv
shows 34 killed, 544 wounded and not mate could be fulfilled If certain steps
Concert Conductors.
Soft Soap Defined.
en against the moles. These vessels, one taken prisoner. The heaviest loss
"Pop, why do people call Jollying
Church This paper says "Railroads
could be taken to hasten the deliveries
escorted by destroyers and all making sustained by the marines was In the
will act In concerts."
soft soap?"
rea dense smoke screen, approached the forest of Apremont, in Lorraine, where of ships, these steps Including the
"Because there is so much lie about
Gotham Well, they will not want
Belgian const in the night but were two hot attacks by the Germans were duction of some of the requirements
It,
son.'S
San
Chronicle.
conductors.
Francisco
for
navy
so
can
of the
be
that the steel
discovered and deluged with shells repulsed by the Americans.
diverted to the uses of the transport
from the shore batteries and from Ger
fleet.
man destroyers.
The chief fight took
The Americans In the Toul sector
Hill
In Washington It Is understood that
place at Zeebrugge. There the cruiser have not been seriously attacked since
as rapidly as ships can be provided the
Vindictive ron inside the harbor under the battle of Selcheprey. Belated deacross, whether
heavy fire, and landed her crew on the tails of that conflict tell of the heroic soldiers will be Sent
they are fully trained or not. It Is remole after a gqeat gap had been blown conduct of our boys while they were
by
ported
will
be
the
draft
In It by a submarine.
The men cleared being driven back from that village calling 400,000 men to accelerated
training next
the mole, destroyed all Its guns and and were retaking It and
month, a number fur In excess of previsank a destroyer and were able to get
the lines. Though their casualties ous estimates.
away again, though their losses were were about 200, General Pershing reI
severe. Meanwhile three of the block ported they killed at least 300 GerIn line with the present policy of
ships were sunk at the entrance of the mans. Officers and men alike distinup
speeding
and making efficient all
canal or In the harbor, and one of the guished themselves by their bravery,
old submarines was believed to have individual deeds of heroism In the war preparations is the appointment
Ryan,
D.
the copper magnate,
John
of
destroyed the lock gates, letting the face of great odds being numerous.
as director of aircraft production for
water run out of the Bruges canal.
army and the
of
At Ostend the operation was simpler
was great activity among the the
If consumers are to pay less for
corps.
and at least one of the block ships has air fighters on the west front last the aviation section of the signal
beef, live-stoc- k
raisers naturally will
General Squler hereafter will devote
been observed from airplanes blockweek, and the outstanding event was
his attention to the administration of
receive less for cattle.
ing the greater part of the channel.
the killing of Baron von Richthofen, signals, and Brig. Gen. William I. Ken-l- y
At this time It Is not known just one of the foremost German aviators
If farmers are paid more for live
Is made director of a new division
how successful the operation was In and leader of the famous "circus." He
Howard Cofof military aeronautics.
stock, consumers will necessarily pay
bottling up the
bases, but probwas engaged In a fight with two Britfin retires from chairmanship of the
ably It was no more so than was Hob-son- 's ish planes and flew low over the Britmore for meat.
attempt to bottle up the Spanish ish lines, where a bullet pierced his atrcruft board but remains a member
advisory
of
the
of
the
commission
Swift & Company pays for cattle
fleet In Santiago harbor. However, It heart.
With characteristic chivalry
council of national defense.
was a gallant enterprise, fearlessly
approximately 90 per cent of the price
the English guye him a fine funeral
situareports
on
the
airplane
The
carried out, and American navy men paying tribute to the memory of a galts.
received for beef and
tion mode to the president by the
hope It will be followed up by addilant and brave foe.
by assistant
Marshall
and
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committee
10
per
remaining
cent
The
reached
tional naval exploits.
Several American airmen
secretaries of war were not made pubdressing, freight to market, operation
the coveted, distinction of being numIt Is admitted that they sublic,
but
was comparative quiet along bered among the "nces" those who
of distributing houses, and in most
stantiated the report of the senate
the bottle front In France and Flanders have downed at least five enemy flyers.
program
cases,
delivery to the retailer. Net
the
had
committee
that
during the first half of the week, end And some of our aviators also met
profits also have to come out of this
both the allies and the Germans took death.
Is
advantage
of the opportunity to
10 per cent.
Both houses of congress have passed
In the
strengthen
their positions.
Little news came out of Russia, but
milThis margin cannot be squeezed
minor operations the former had rather It Is evident the Germnns are still the joint resolution to register fortwenty-itary service all males becoming
the best of It usually and the Huns pursuing their plans of annexation.
arbitrarily without danger of crippling
1917,
one
5,
years
old
since
June
urgwere pushed back In various seotors Indeed, the kaiser is being openly
the only effective means of performing
The lower house adopted an amendby both the British and the French.
ed to assume the kingship of Livonia
newly
men
registered
complex service of converting
putting
ment
the
the
Is
It
bringing
announced
that
and
Esthnnla,
were
Meonwhlle the Qprmans
and
at the foot of their respective classes
up their heavier artillery, a aimcuit
a valuable part of Poland will be addinto meat and distributing this
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Germun forces have and sustained the military committee
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the fighting forces and to
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In
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reached Simferopol In the Crimen, cutrain and were evidently making prep
consumers.
entered medical or divinity schools
arations for a resumption of the attack. ting the railroad connection of the fortsince June 5.
This came on Wednesday, when, ress of Sebastopol with the malnlnnd.
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after an Intense bombardment, the en- The governments of the Crimea, Minsk
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beef during 1917 was only Vi of
The Chamberlain hill to turn
emy attacked with very considerable
and Home! have asked to be Incorover to military tribunals for
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forces the allied positions south of the porated In the Ukraine. All attempts
trial by court martini met Its fate
Sonime, and along the Avre, In the to open pence negotiations between Ukwas
little less than four cents on
Wilson
his
President
declared
Sene-cwhen
FinIn
regions of Hangard, Hallles and
raine and Russia have failed.
each dollar of sales. Complete elimifirm opposition to It and other auwood. For the time being these land the German forces
thorities said It was unconstitutional.
nation of these profits would not affect
assaults were successfully repulsed ex- with the White guards have made furcept at Hangard, which village again ther progress and the Finnish bolshe-vik- l It was, of course. Introduced because
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Jusdepartment
the
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The reports from Paris said that
reAmerican troops were fighting with
There was considerable severe fight- propaganda, but these charges are reSwift & Company will be glad to
the French on this line and that their ing on the Italian front last week, but futed by the department, which
te
in devising methods that
ports It has secured at least 3,900 conreslstence to the attacks of the Huns without definite result, and In Macevictions In the Inst year; despite the
will improve conditions in the meat
was desperate. About eleven miles donia the allies made considerable adinndequuey of federal laws against
directly east of Amiens, the German vances, capturing several towns.
and live stock industry.
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of
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Bretonneux. but elsewhere they stood conflict, despite her enrnest efforts to ly small.
1918 Year Book of interesting and
H
maintain her neutrality. Berlin Is refirm.
instructive facts sent on request.
The senate devoted much time last
Af ;.e same time the Huns launched ported to have made demands which
Address Swift & Company,
attacks against the British In Flanders may well result in adding the Dutch week to debating the Overman bill for(
of government activthe
and there was fierce fighting on the to the list of Germany's active enemies
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois
supporters
gained
dally,
and
Holprobably
It
mean
Mervllle
would
and
Ballleul
and
ities
that
and
between
line
being among,
land would become another Belgium, Senator Chamberlain
near Bethnne.
overrun and ravaged, for the allies those who declared he would vote fon
Next day by a smashing counter-a- t
bill
Senator Shei
tack the British retook VWers. taking could not well help her except from the it In opposing the
sea. The German demands have to man of Illinois found opportunity to
some 700 German prisoners and findA.
ing the enemy dead heaped up about do with the treaty permitting the make a bitter attack on various memthe village. The Huns also attacked transportation ot sand and gravel bers of the cabinet and on George
strongly on the south slopes of Mount through Holland for the reualr of Creel.
GREAT

BATTLE

IS

RENEWED

it after every meal

The Flavor Lasts!

ásl

High Cattle Prices
Accompany
High Beef Prices

a

a

l

Swift & Company
U.S.
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Estancia

CEDARVALE

News-Heral- d

Special Correpondence.
Published verr Thursday
Good old fashioned corn bread isn't
A.
Owner.
CONSTANT,
J.
Editorand
so bad after all.
Miss Blanche Lively andAnna Belle
Entered at tecond claas matter Janaary 11. Gregory arrived home from Texas last
1007, In the poslottio at Kstanoia. N. M., under
Saturday night .
ene Aot or uongresaof Maron 9. lww.
Nathan Dunn finished drilling a well
for A. W. Shartzer.
Subscription $i,60 per year in advance
This community is needing a good
rain or snow-Mrs- .
R. F. Taylor and Mrs. Fred
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
Holiof has knon nn fhft irílr lint.
The Cedarvale school closed last
Tuesday.
W. D. Lackey has sold his relinquishJAMESON & GLADNEY
Mr.
ment to a man from Texas.
Lackey will leave soon to look up anPhysicians and Surgeons
other location.
Chas. Lee has bought Roy Hileman's
Located in Dr. Mason's office
car.
'
Buy a Liberty Bond. ,
NEW MEXICO
ESTANCIA,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Laird Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
March 27, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Margaret B. Falconer, widow of George
Falconer, deceased, of Mcintosh, New
Mexico, who, on December 20, 1910,
made homestead entry, No. 014095, for
fi aw )4, a nwii. Section 35, Town
ship 8 north, Range 8 east, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Proof, to estab
to make final five-yea- r
lish claim to the land above described,
before Neal Jenson, U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on May

NOTICE

OE

NOTICE

SALE

FOR PUBLICATION

Avoid Mistakes

Department of the Interior,
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

Pursuant to the command of a writ U.
M.
of execution issued out of the District
No Need for Estancia People to
March 27, 1918.
Court sitting within and for the CounNotice is hereby given that James H.
Experiment with Such Con-- ,
ty of Bernalillo in the State of New Crawford, of Estancia, New Mexico,
vincing Evidence at Hand.
Mexico in an action In said Court, No. who, on September 24, 1910, and May
There
are many well advertised kid10068, upon docket thereof, wherein
1911, made homestead entries, Nos.
ney remedies on the market today, but
The Consolidated' Liquor Company was 014236 and 015321,
for e BM, nw&
in this
none so
plaintiff and Carlos Ta bet and Onesima sw.y,
Section 29 and the nX nef. neJi
Read
Doan's Kidney I'ills.
Garcia do Tabet were defendants, and nwy
and the vicinity as
32,
Section
the statement of a resident of Ruton.
in which said action a judgment was
se'4 nwii, sw,1! ne)4, Section 29,
Mrs. J. R. Leason, 421 N. Fourth St.,
rendered in favor of the plaintiff Township 7 north, Range 7 east, N. M.
against the defendants on the 26th day P. Meridian) has filed notice of inten- Raton, N. Méx., says: "My back and
of May, 1915, for 8135.60 damages, and tion to make final five year Proof, to sides ached and I felt all run down. I
and frequently my Bight
$18 75 costs, to bear interest from that
establish claim to the land above de- had headaches
I started using Doan's
date at 8 per cent per annum: I have scribed before Neal Jenson, U. S. was blurred,
18, 1918.
. ,
seized and levied upon the following Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexi-ic- Kidney Pills and I found them every
Claimant names aa witnesses:
described real property belonging to
bit as good as they were claimed to be.
on May 20, 1918.
W. W. Wagner, David Stump, Johi
One box rid me of the attack. Several
B. Bowman,, Frank Laws, all of Mc the defendants in my county,
Claimant names as witnesses:
First, a piece of land containing
times since then I have used Doan's
Intosh, New Mexico.
Dr. A. W. ROBERTS From the Enterprise.
L.
Garland,
L.
D.
Smith,
J.
L.
Ira
about 7 acres situated at Punta de
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Kidney Pills and they have certainly
From Tahoka, Tex.
C. M. DouglaB, all of EstanLudwick,
Elias Speare and County Clerk Salas
Agua, in Torrance County, State of
proved reliable."
were over to Duran Monday on the
New
Mexico.
cia,
Veterinary Surgeon
New Mexico. Same being bounded on
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simLiberty Bond business, stopping over
DELGADO,
FRANCISCO
Estancia. N. M.
in our little city Monday night.
SELL GROCERIES
the west by the Torreón road, on the
ply ask for a kidney remedy get
A.
W.
Creighton
and
Messrs C. L.
Let me save your stock. Calls answer-daOne of World'B largest Wholesale east by the land of Martin Sanchez, on
Doan's Kidney Pilla the same that
Marshall made a business trip to Coro- Grocers, (capital over $1,000,000.00)
or night. Phone 35.
Co.,
the south by the land of Jesus Sernia,
Mrs. Leason had.
na Monday of this week.
locality
every
in
men
ambitious
wants
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
adv
Mfgrs., Buifalo, N. Y.
Mrs. Cavett. wife of R. H. Cavett, to sell direct to consumer nationally and on the north by the Torreón road.
Co.
Torrance County Abstract
Department of the Interior,
is quite ill at the Santa Fe hospital at known brand of groceries, teas, cof- Also the southwest quarter of the
Department of the Interior,
Clovis. It is expected she will have to fees, spices, paints, oils, stock foods, southeast quarter and the southeast U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
A. R. POOL, Manager
undergo a serious operation, but her etc. Big line, easy sales. Values beat
United States Land Office.
March 27, 1918.
,
N. MEX. many friends hope she will recover any competition. Earn big Money. No quarter of the southwest quarter of
ESTANCIA.
Notice is hereby given that
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Com- section 12; the northwest quarter of
required.
capital
experience
or
Fifteen years experience as an Ab soon.
April 11, 1918.
Bureuette moved to his ranch plete sample outfit and free selling in- the northeast quarter and the northSanchez de Chavez, widow of
stracter. See us before placing your theJohn
reHe
of last week.
hereby given that the State
is
Notice
part
latter
of
quarter
quarter
east
northwest
the
M.,
N.
Tajique,
Chavez,
of
Daniel
Long
established
you.
start
structions
guaranteed.
Satistaction
orders.
ports quite a loss of lambs during the reliable house; ask your banker. Write of section 13 in township four north, who, on February 12, 1914, made home- of New Mexico, under the provisions
of the Act of Congress of June 21,
recent snow.
Also the
today.
John Sexton & Co., Illinois range six east. N. M. P. M.
D. S. KING
Bruce Conner received a nice herd of & Kingsbury Sts., Chicago, 111.
south half of the southeast quarter of stead entry, No. 020646, for seM swJi 1898, and June 20, 1910, and the Acts
thereHereford yearlings Monday morning
section 25 in township 3 north of range nw, ej tw4 sw.y nw4, w ne,y supplementary and amendatory
which were diiven out to his ranch.
Coonty Sarveyor
12 east, N. M. P. M., being a Btrip 269 swJí nw, ej nwM swM nwjí, seJa to, has made application for the folNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Perfecto Jaramillo and family moved
yards wide off the south end of said sw,l4 nw'4' nw)i, Bw.y nw,' sw nv4, lowing described unappropriated public
Agrimensor de Condado
to their ranch this week which they
Department of the Interior
quarter.
Section 35, Township 7 north, Range lands as indemnity school lands.
recently purchased in Colorado.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
And 1 hereby give notice that I will
Mcintosh. N.M.
The ambulance robe which the; school
List 8270, 035598, , Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
6 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
public
described
lands
above
sell
at
the
1918.
27,
March
children have been working on has
NE'4' SE4,
highest bidder at the notice of intention to make three year NE& SWy,
,
Notice is hereby given that Mary auctiondoortoof the court
been completed and is now on display
house in Estan- Proof, to establish claim to the land Sec. 31, SE4 NWI4-Sec. 9, T. 5 N.,
the
front
at G. W. Bond & Brothers store.
Hubbard, of Lucy, New Mexico, cia, County of Torrance, on the 31st
Ethel
above described, before Neal Jenson, R. 11 É., N. M. P. M.
S. O. Love returned Monday from
1914, made homeday of May, 1918. at 10 o'clock in the
his old home town, Lovington, N. M., who, on October 30th
List 8255, 035596, Lot 1 SEM HE'4,
at Estancia, N.
U. S. Commissioner,
Physician and Surgeon
so
day,
said
thereor
forenoon
of
much
e
sw
022071,
for
No.
entry,
where he has been on business and stead
NEM SE'4. Sec. 3, NWM SW.y, Sec.
may be necessary to satisfy the M on May 15, 1918.
as
of
Treating
Office practice aud consultation.
prosperous
seem
while
26,
all
ew)4
and
Section
vi
states that
and ae4
of said jupgment as above
2, T. 7 N., R. 10 E., N. M. P. M
of Eye and Fittiug of fiiasBes a Specialty.
Claimant names as witnesses:
down there that they have had no rain Section 25, Towhship 5 north, Range full amount
Office at Drug Store
stated together with the costs of sale.
The purpose of this notice is to allow
Delas yet.
Barela,
Diego
Bonifacio
Barela,
M.
1918.
day
April,
filed
of
N.
10
has
25ih
P.
H.
Meridian,
east, N.
Dated this
MOUNTAINAIR
R C. Dillon received a message from
C. Sedillo, all all persons claiming the land adversely,
Danislado
finio
Chavez,
TENORIO,
ROMAN
year
C. E Davenport, of the G. W. Bond & notice of intention to make three
or desiring to show it to be mineral in
Sheriff of Torrance County. of Tajique, N. M.
Bro store at this place, who went to Proof, to establish claim to the land
DELGADO, Register. character, an opportunity to file obFRANCISCO
Wisconsin a week or so ago on account above described, before Neal Jenson,
ANKIE
FOR A SPRAINED
jections to such location or selection
of the serious illness of his father, that
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New
As soon as possible aiter the injury
his father passed away on the 18ih.
with the register and receiver of the
is received get a bottle of ChamberR. F. Overstreet received a letter Mexico, on May 16, 1918.
FRED H. AYERS
United States Land Office at Santa Fe,
plain
follow
Liniment
and
the
lain's
for
El
from his son Gorman who left
Claimant names as witnesses:
This?
How's
New Mexico, and to establish their inprinted directions w,hich accompany
Paso last week in which he stated that
Attorney and Counselor at Law
G. W. Austin, M. A. Maloney, J. B. the bottie.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward terest therein, or the mineral character
adv
be would leave El Paso Monday for
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be thereof.
Of flea honre 9 :30 n m fc 4 :80p in
Charleston,
South Carolina, in line of White, Harriet E. Reed, all of Lucy,
cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
duty as carpenter in the navy for New Mexico.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine has been taken
Register, U. S. Land Office
ESTANCIA,
NEW MEXICO
Department of the Interior,
In last issue we stated FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Uncle Sam.
by catarrh sufferers for the past thlrty-flv- e
years, and has become known as the
as was thought, that Jim Love of this
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
DO YOU ENJOY tlfE?
remedy
Hall's
for
Catarrh.
most reliable
place left for army duty also but later
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on ' A man in good physical condition is
March 27, 1918.
C. E. Ewlnq'
we learned that he only went part of
the Poi- almost certain to enjoy life while the
Notice is hereby given that Frank M. the Mucous surfaces, expelling1
hiB
and
Gorman,
way
with
friend
HEADACHE.
CAUSE
the
OF
son from the Blood and healing the disDENTIST
Mcintosh,
Tutt,
of
who,
New
Mexico,
bilious and dyspeptic are despondent,
found a position driving a truck near
portions.
eased
may
ESTANCIA - NEW MEX.
cause,
a disease
By knowing the
on April 2fi, 1913, made homestead
Duran.
After you have taken Hall's Catarrh do not enjoy their meals and feel misis
particularly
avoided.
This
be
often
No
018443,
for
you
entry,
nw1.),
ti
a erable a good share of the time
This
n!í Medicine for a short time yourwillpensee
Sometimes out of town first of week,
The most common nej.
eral ill feeling is nearly always unnecessary.
true of headache.
8 preat improvement in
'
31,
Township
Section
but always in Estancia office Fridays
cause of headache is a disordered stom- north, Range 9 east, N. M. P. Mcri health. "Start taking Hall's Catarrh Medi- A few doses of Chamberlain's Tablets
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building From the Moriarty Messenger.
ach or constipation, which may be cor- dian, has filed notice of intention to cine at once and pet rid of catarrh. Send to tone up the stomach, improve the
free.
Charley Madole is home ready to rected by taking a few doses of
Proof, to establish forP. testimonials,
make final three-yea- r
digestion and regulate the bowels is all
J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Try it. Msny oth- claim to the land above described, becrop.
Tablets.
a
bean
WASSON
tackle
W. DRAYTON
adv
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
that is needed. Try it.
Mrs. Geo. Blackwell returned home ers have obtained permanent relief by fore Neal Jenson, U. S. Commissioner,
taking these Tablets. They are easy at Estancia, New Mexico, on May 13,
from a visit to Oklahoma.
Attorney at Law
C. F. Doeling's
mother and brother to take and mild and gentle in effect.
19 18.
came in Monday from Iowa to visit the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Will practice in all Courtsof New Mexico Doelings.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
L. C. Fix, David Stump, Ross ArchMcCrary
arrived
Miner
Mrs.
and
Mr.
The lone, hard school term drains the vitality of growing
ESTANCIA
NFW MEX.
Department of the Interior,
er, Frank Laws, all of Mcintosh, New
Monday to pay a visit to their son and
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Mexico.
children and you wonder why they are listless, puny and pale.
family and renew old acquaintances.
Bruce Plummer and A. R. Gray and
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
March 27, 1918.
RESTAURANT
Every school child will show marked improvement
families went to Albuquerque WednesNotice is hereby given that Nellie
in health and growth if given
Chili and Short Orders ,
day to hear one of the big men of the Mead, of Mcintosh, New Mexico, who,
They on April 3, 1913, made homestead encountry Secretary
McAdoo.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
say it was good to be there and wit- try, No. 018239, for e bwü and Lots
Department of the Interior,
3 and 4, Section 30, Township 8 north,
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof ness the enthusiasm.
Wesley Lovett spent a few days here Range 9 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Cakes and Pies
from Belen visiting his parents. Wes- filed notice of intention to make final
March 27,1918.
J. R. WASH.
ley says all the railroad boys are sub- three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to
Notice is hereby given that Bonificio
scribing for bonds.
described,
Neal
before
Tajique,
Barela,
above
land
Mexico, who,
New
of
the
Everybody that attended the pa Jenson, U. S. Commissioner, at Estan on September 10, 1913, made home,
T.
in
were
meeting
night
Saturday
triotic
stead entry. No. 019571, for n r t
cia, New Mexico, on May 1.), 191s.
Its rich, uniform cod liver oil gets into their blood and gives them vim,
favor of holding regular meetings
nw'4; e,f nwJ4 se4 nw1; b nef4
Claimant names. as witnesses:
every two weeks.
The first meeting
snap and zest. It creates strength to resist scnool sicknesses,
nw4'; nei4 se'4 se'4 nw$4;
Frank Laws, David Stun.p, Frank ae4
was well attended, the new songs were
wjj wj
ái,
Wagon Yard
sw4 neJ4, Section
overcome pinched faces, sallow complexions and dull eyes.
M. Tutt, Harry L. Bigger, all of Mc- Township 7 north.
sung
many
read
well
and
with
vim
a
Range
6
east,
N.M.
All Kinds of Feed
High authorities have established again and again that cod
articles were read The people became intosh, New Mexico.
P. Meridian, has filed notice ofinten
Chilili, N. M very much entnused and will, no aouot, FRANCISCO DELGADO. Register.
liver oil promotes growth and energizes the body and brain.
Land for Sale
Proof, to
tion to make final three-yea- r
have a different conception of the war.
The imported Norwegian cod liver oil always used iu Seott'm Emaltion is now
establish claim to the land above de6 2
refined in our own American laboratories which guarantees It free from impurities.
scribed, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Also V on right hip, The next meeting will be May 4th.
Scott & Jxwue. Bloomneld, N.J.
ABOUT
RHEUMATISM.
MexCommissioner,
Estancia,
New
at
cross on right shoulA little daughter of Mr. and
Rheumatism causes more pain and ico, on May 14, 1918.
der. XX on left hip.
warn
Claimant names as witnesses:
Range 6 miles north Mrs. R. N Maxwell suffered an Buffering than any other disease, for
1 mile west ol Lucy.
attack of pneumonia last week, the reason that it is the most common
Candelaria, Maximiliano
Jesus
Notify Mrs. S. A. and was at once taken to a hos- of all ills, and it is certainly gratifying
Andalecio Chavez, Harry Glover,
Edmonds & Sons,
sutler era to know that there is a alt of Tajique, New Mexico.
She 3 to
Lucy, N. M.. of any cattle with above pital at Albuquerque.
remedy that will afford relief, and
DELGADO, Register.
FRANCISCO
now much better, and has been make rest and sleep possible. It is
brands strayed trom range.
4
2
removed from the hospital.
called Chamberlain's Liniment, adv
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MORIARTY

Cham-berlain'-

Paot&ciistg

Pigola Bread

Raymond

Sanchez

General Merchandise

Notice

Mon-toy-

5

REGISTERED
JACK

If you want good furniture at the right price, see

OPENED!

The Valley Furniture Co.

PEACOCK MAMMOTH

6800

NO,

Will make the season at my
place 3 miles west, 1 mile south

of Estancia.
Terms $10 to insure live foal,
usual conditions.This is one of the best Jacks
ever brought to the Estancia
-

valley.

Will be pleased to show you,
And always welcome.

....

And ready for business. Just received, two cars of corn and one car of
flour, meal and bran. A car of hay on the road, WE GAIN SílYE
YOU MONEY on anything we have for sale. See us before buying.

ESTaNem, n.m.

"

ENCINO STHTE BANK
ENCINO,

This store is a corporation of the Farmers and Stockmen from all over
the country and is established to help them sell what they have to sell
deal.
and buy what they need. It is not a

NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL 25,000.00

Does a general banking business. Live Btock loans a specialty.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.

Come and see him.
4-- 4

R. E. PACE

NOTICE
highest price
for iron $10 a ton delivered to Loveless, Estancia.
We pay the

Sol Jacoby

F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL,

Let Us Help You
IT WILL PAY YOU TO

OWN STOCK IN THIS

C. L. CREIGHTON,

Cash.

Neal Jenson

U. S. Commissioner

CORPORATION

FARMERS AND STOCKMENS EQUITY EXCHANGE

V.--

We invite

0
1

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
Iedged, Residences and
Farms for Kent.

Estancia. New Mexico

0
o

--

LOCAL ITEMS

.

A team for sale. Mrs. Olive,
For long term farm loans see
H. V. Lipe.
New Ford touring car for sale,
Fred L. Burruss.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Elgin, April 25, a son.
The Valley Auto Co. got in an
jther car of Fords this week.
For sale A full blood Jersey
Dull, 3 years old. W. D. Wasson.
Brown Leghorn hens, roosters
and eggs for sale. Mrs. Short.
Horses and mules for sale.
Also several milk cows. Barnet
Freilinger.
For sale, disc cultivator with
ihovel attachment, nearly new.
R. E. Pace.
Born to Mr. and Mrs- - Ira
at Albuquerque, April
26th, a daughter.
Large shipment of furniture
and mattresses just arrived.
Estancia Lumber Co.
Mrs. A. R. Pool, whose serious
illness was mentioned last week,
is reported much improved.
For Sale, yearling and two- year-olHereford Bulls. The
1 its worth Company, Capitán, JSI.
Lud-wic-

k,

d

M.

John H. Guyer came in the

lat-

ter part of last week, to remain

until the bean business is cleaned
up.
S. C. English White Leghorn
hatching eggs and day old chicks.
Phone or call Mrs. Kenyon, 1
mile southeast of Estancia.
Ira Ludwick has taken a place
as a salesman in the Lumber Co.
store, and will move his family
back from Albuquerque soon.
For Bale, work horses, mares,
and saddle horses, part broke,
part unbroke. Fair size,. G. W.
Felton, 4 miles east of Mcintosh.
For sale, second hand Sampson
pipwindmill, lot of 3 and
cylinders, and
ing, two
some plunger rods. A. A. Hine.
The Mcintosh school will give
a play, "Fun on the New Mexico
Central," Friday night, May 10.
Proceeds will go to the Red
Cross.
A child

of Mr. and Mrs.
Roper, about six years of age,
has been very ill with pneumonia, but is reported to have
improved rapidly during the
past few days.
Wallace Hill will ship out a car
of mixed cattle this week, which
will be the fourth car he has
shipped out within the past
month. These are cattle he has
picked up here and there over
the country.
The land about six miles west
of Mcintosh which was owned
by A. N. Price, of Pittsburg,
Kansas, has been sold to P. V.
Hollobeke of Pecos. Texas. Mr.
Hollobeke's son, E. A.Hollobeke,
will farm the place.
The Childrens Home Society of
Albuquerque is in need of two
good women for general housework, middle aged women who
have cared for their own home
A good place,
are preferred.
room, board, and 125 and $30. a
month for the right woman or
women. Dr. C. E. Lukens, Supt.
The ball game at the Estancia
grounds last Sunday between the
Estancia and Mountainair clubs
resulted in a decisive victory for
the visitors, the score being 12
Our endeavors to get a
to 8.
write-uof the game have been
fruitless, all the boys approached
saying it wasn't worth while.
However, there was one very
fine feature of the game the
net receipts go tothe Red Cross.
The gross receipts were close to
$50, and the net will be between
$30 and $40.

May

I I ,

Alice Brady in

"The Dancer's Peril."
Pastime.

Hotel for rent June 1st. In
quire at ttfis office.
For Sale, several Whiteface
bulls. A. J. Green.
For Sale, good Durham milk
cow. bee Berry Hues.
For sale,
heifer with
calf by side. Ben Young.
J. C. Harvey was over from
Lucy on business last Saturday.
For sale, bean sprayer and 50
pounds arsenate of lead. Apply

n

Mau 14, Bessie Barríscale

tlateroi

In

''ft

Men."-Pastl- me.

Cattle Salesman and

Farm

Sale Auctioneer.
Will do work
any place.
Terms reasonable.
Also agent for Dr. Franklin's
Kansas vaccine.
Will sell you

the medicine and administer it
for the price you would pay for
the medicine. It is claimed that
one dose will immunize for life.
Will be administered according
to latest and best methods.

cold.
O yes,

this Texas phone line is going
to have connection with two of the
town linee. Will connect at Mr. Hubbard's with that line and at Mr. Gates'
with the .Mcintosh line.
Corn planting is here
and most
everyone up here is ready.

Anything on the List

washable and ironable, we do it
with surprising celerity and satisfaction. Our methods are superior to all
competitors and we specialize in general household work. We help to make
the home more comfortable with clean
linen at very low cost, and give you
the same service as our home trade.
SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY
.

E. Hinman, Agent, 2 doors north
of poatoffioe. '

J.

.$450

f.

.

b.

Detroit

Valley ñuto Qo.

Epworth
nf the M ethndiat flhnroh
are preparing the comedy drama,
a soutnern uinaereua, Dy
Walter Ben Hare, which they
plan to give the latter part of
Tne members of the

Leao-ii- f

ESTANCIA. N.

M.

Mav.

At a pftllod moot in ir last Friday evninc
Law ami Order League was organizad with

J. I!. Fish vioo presidont,
tary, i no memonrtt niRnoa
the village officers in
ahull make to enforce law

J, N. Hurton secre

a pieajre to eacour-n- c
Bitch efforts as they
and maintain order.

COULD HARDLY

1

FIRST STATE BANK IN N. MEX.
TO JOIN THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
We will appreciate your business and offer you every facility

of a safe, sound and substantial bank.

Mountainair State Bank, M0UNNNAIK'
Member Federal Reserve

STAND ALONE
Terrible Suffering From Headache,
Sideache, Bi:kache, and Weakness. Relieved by Cardui,
Says This Texas Lady.
Gonzales, Tex.
Mrs. Minnie Phil-pa-r,
ot this place, writes: "Five yea
ago I was taken with a pain in my
left side. It was right under my
left rib. It would commence with an
aching and extend up Into my left
shoulder and on down Into my hack.
By that time the pain would be so
severe I would have to take to bed,
and suffered usually about three days
. . .1 suffered this way for three years,
and got to be a mere skeleton and was
so weak I could hardly stand alone.
Was not able to go anywhere and had
to let my house work go... I suffered
awful with a pain In my back and I
had the headache all the time. I Just
was unable to do a thing. My Ufe
was a misery, my stomach got In an
awful condition, caused from taking
so much medicine. I suffered so much
pain. I had just about given up all
hopes of our getting anything to help
tne.
One day a Birthday Almanac was
thrown In my yard. After reading
Its testimonials I decided to try Cardui, and am so thankful that I did,
for I began to improve when on the
second bottle... I am cow a well
woman and feeling tine and the cure
has been permanent for it has been
two years since my awful bad health.
I will always praise and recommend
Cardui." Try Cardui today.
fi 78

We Have a Shipment of

CANE

MILLET

AND

SEED

Also

On Hand.

CORN AND CORN CHOP

KEMP BROS.

oca

nULÜJ

MM

iBE, Brothers

motor.

CAR

"

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.
Agents for Torrance County.

Parts. Supplies and Repairs

OILS

r, b. eoeHRHNE
Shoe and Harness
Repairing

Confidence the Result of Strength
The strength of this bank is the direct result of it efficient management,
ample resources end capital. The confidence of the people is the result of
the strength and unquestioned safety which the bank assures its depositors
and patrons . Ever since Us establishment the bank has gradually (frown in
strength and also in the esteem of the people. We invite the accounts of all
wlto appreciate safety for their money and earefol, efficient service.
A

Strong Bank with no side lines.

Straight Banking.

Experienced management and large financial resonroes at our command.

ÁU work

guaranteed

Capital and Surplus $25.000.00

We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
Shop on North Main Street
Estancia.

New Mexico

Save Money
that's

Nels Frostenson

J. P. PORTER

,

Estancia Drug Company

(has. Sawey

1

the place for you to stop
and have a square meal and
a good bed when in Estancia.

STORE"

The Perser family visited Mr. and
Mrs. Compton Sunday afternoon.
Douglas and Doris Jones visited their
aunt Mrs. Drew Clark at Silverton
Tuesday.
Mrs. Frank Clark visited
at the
Frahm home Tuesday.
D.
Curry bought a work horse this
J.
week, also a fine milk cow.
Ted Hamby made a business trip to
the county seat Monday.
Some of our youngsters are practicing with Miss Flossie Bigbee at Silver-tofor her school program.
Mrs. Drew Clark and son Clayton of
Silverton spent part of the week with
her sister, Mrs. Ruth Jones.
Mr. Lamb says the weather hasn't
changed since he has been here that
it was cold when he came and is still

HND GHS

town place Is Durstea into a nnnnrea frag
ments. It was full of water and made quite a
tittle flood in the immediato vicinity. We understand he will rebuild it.

You get more pleasure for less money out of
a kodak than any other way.
Here you will
find a large stock of good kodaks to select
from. Buy your films here.

CEDAR
GROVE
Specal Correspondence

A

13

SATISFACTORY

Abstracts.

N. M.

A

VALLEY HOTEL

"THE

Notice

for cash, or trade for real estate
in the Estancia valley. Call and
see me. S. N. Jenson, Estancia,

Roberson Abstract Company.
incorporated, announces revision
of its prices effective Jan. 1,
H1U WW. IU,.llll
AI1B nPCIIOUIHb UHUltN,
Mrs Mlínnnnranr. Tluirsilnv aft.nrtu.nn. All 1918, on all orders filei on or aflad ios iuTitod.
ter said date.
This company is incorporated Agent for
far ns rnnortod Mrs. A. J. Green is tiie
champion Liberty Loan solicitor. She secured under the laws of this state, and
subscriptions to the amount of $,M0.
certi- CONTINENTAL
Ann nw Hnff for t.hn school house has been the law makes an abstract
procured, and the Ü. É. churob will soon float fied to as correct by its secretary
one just like it from a flagstaff pat up on the
and under its corporate seal evi.
belfry.
of the matters thereby
Th U.uni Aunitv hsvn reached California dence
betand it is reported that the doctor is much
shown same as Public Records of
ter. He gavo out on the trip and bad to take Torrance county. Ralph G- - Robthe train at Winslow, Arizona.
Secretary.
The bis; cament tank at Barney Freilinirer's erson,

Remember, the

Prices Right

The Red Cross will

-.

Thn HerXKtein Send Vo. in BfaiuDioff a biff car
of boaas today to Philadelphia.
.InnRon A Pnnn linvr ghinnftd out Beveral earK
of traaos durioK the laet weok.

Kodaks and Films

farm in Texas county,
Missouri, and a three-roohouse
in Ramona, Oklahoma. Will sell
80-ac-

ld

Siockmen

GROCERIES AND MEATS

For Sale or Trade

CR0SS DANCE

give a
dance at the Pastime Theatre
Saturday night.
Every man or
couple
who attends will be
charged 50c,
regardless of
whether they dance or not. The
same is applied to women who
come without escorts. Whether
they dance or not they will be
charged 25c This plan has been
adopted by the finance commitat this office.
tee, as the trouble and expense
For sale, Chevrolet auto, 1916 of giving the dance heretofore
model in A-- l condition. Apply has brought in very small pro
at this office.
ceeds. Red Cross.
Spring shirts in silk and
madras at popular prices, Es MASS MEETING AND TWO SHOWS
tancia Lumber Co.
Let everybody attend the show
For sale or trade, Oakland 6, "Mrs. Slacker,'' to be shown at
good order. Will take bean land, the Pastime Theatre next Sunday, May 5th, for the benefit of
or cattle. Matt Freilinger.
the Red Cross. We are charging
daughter of the Bame prices as you are in the
The
G. P. Rayborn is very sick with habit of
paying. We .hope to
whooping cough and tonsilitis.
clear more than expenses, and
will if everybody attends. But
We will sell all our
millinery stock, begining Satur- the main idea is to scare up a litday, May 4th. Estancia Millinery tle more enthusiasm in Estancia.
In addition to this patriotic picCo.
ture we lftve two very fine men
Mrs. Rhodá Evans is on the to speak
in the afternoon, John
are
earn
friends
sick list.
Her
Becker,
and Attorney LAvestly hoping she will have a ingston Jr..
of Belen. Their talks
speedy recovery.
will be extremely interesting and
Johnson Pence came over from short. There will be a local four- Albuquerque as soon as he heard minute-mato speak at both
of that new grandson, to meet shows. Dr. Waltz will speak in
the young gentleman-Gentlemen- ,
the evening on "The Relation of
the Church to the Winning of
your
see us for
War." Remember the shows
the
Panaof
spring hats.
Fine line
promptly at 2:30 and 8:00
start
popma, Shantung and Straw at
M.
P.
Don't forget the mass
ular prices. Estancia Lumber meeting to be held at the
MethCo.
odist Episcopal church in the
Special music is beJ. B. Tate returned Tuesday morning.
evening from a prospecting trip ing prepared for the occasion.
He thinks a Messrs. Becker and Livingston
to Otero county.
lower altitude would be better will deliver addresses that will
be worth hearing.
Show you
for him.
are 100" percent American and
Drs. Jameson and Gladney put
day
in
enjoying
the entire
were called to Willard Tuesday
programs that have
to attend on Mrs. Brocaw, who the patriotic
rejoices in the arrival of a new been prepared for your special
benefit.
Red Cross.
daughter.
The
Red
Cross ladies are plan
give
will
The Junior Red Cross
on serving the dinner to the
a box supper at the school audi- ning
men who come over from Albu
torium on Friday evening, May querque,
May 20th, on the Trade
You are cordially invited
10th.
Between thirty and
to attend and give your help and Excursion.
have signified
encouragement
to the young forty car loads coming.
their intention of
folks.
Geo. Ford of Torreón was in
J. D. Curry took home from Estancia yesterday. He recentEstancia last week a very fine ly returned from the west side
Jersey cow for which he paid of the mountains, where he had
$100, and on Tuesday he was been during the winter with his
here again and bought one ot cattle, bringing the cattle back
Nels Frostenson, paying the to this side. He says there is no
same price as for the other.
green grass on the other side of
the mountains everything dry
J. R, Smith, who has been in and
brown while on this side
Texas for some time in the ser the grass
has a good start. Mr.
vice of the government, came
Ford thinks the people in the
home last week to look after mountains
and foothills will have
matters in district court. He to plant less
land to beans and
has enlisted in a company of Na- more to something
tional Guards being formed at count of the bugs. else, on acHe says Texas is en
Amarillo.
listing a large force of National
BULLS FOR SALE!
Guards for service on the MexiWe have for sale at our place
can border, under an understanding with the government, 12 miles east of Estancia Hitrh
and that the men will go to the Grades, Thoroughbreds and RegMr. Smith istered Hereford bulls, age from
border very shortly.
has a leave of absence until the two months to two years. Prices
matters which bring him home, $75 up to $800 Boyd Bros.
can be disposed of.

Farmers and

Also good

RED

A full line of Groceries, Fresh Meats, etc.
Trade at this store and save money to

Buy a Liberty Bond

A. T. COCHRAN
Phone orders given prompt attention

Torrance County Savings Bank
The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
Willard, New Mexico

Juan e. Jaramulo
I
Merchandise
Dealer in General
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

Have Gasoline Oil Plant and am able to sell Gas at the stand-dar- d
retail price. Yoa can fill here at any time. Feed Corn,
Alfalfa, Seed Wheat, Groceries, Dry Goods and Shoes. Silk
Fringe shawls, op to $37.50.'
PHONE NO. 15.

a T

lurreuii.
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ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
ACHIEVESAYINGS, DOINGS,
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Weatern Newspaper Union

Rwi

service.

ABOUT THE WAÉ
Three squadrons of the Fifth Polish
regiment of Uhlans have been annihilated in Podolia by Ukrainian peasants
who refused the soldiers' demands for
food supplies.

The total losses of the brigade of
marines with the American expeditionary force in France so far reported was announced by Maj. Gen. Harnett, commandant of the corps, as 278.
the British
At
Friday held their lines and completed
the work of clearing out the last Ger
man positions on the ground held be
fore the German attack on Wednesday.
The slaughter caused by the small
British tanks among a concentration
of the enemy near Cachy in Wednes
day's fighting appears to have been
even greater than was originally re
ported.
The American troops in the Seiche- prey fight, additional details show,
were outnumbered, in some instances,
eight to one. Latest advices are that
the American casualties are much un
der the first estimates.
American troops made a successful
trench raid over the heights of the

.

Meuse, in the vicinity of
ameiax (on the front below Verdun
nine miles north of St. Mlhiel). Their
French comrades harassed the enemy
in the same way at a number of places
In Lorraine and in the Vosges.

The French Friday attacked Kem-nehill, and a furious battle as rag
ing, says a dispatch from Reuters' correspondent at British headquarters in
France. The Germans have attacked
from La Clytte to the
canal, the dispatch adds. The Franco
British armies, attacking from VllliersBretonneux to opposite Hangard, have
s

made progress.
v
The Associated Press learns from a
high naval source that the operations
at Zeebrugge were a complete success,
with the result that the Flanders flotilla now will be obliged to resort to
the Ostend route In putting to sea,
from which the British forces can
more easily handle the German ships
In addition to the damage done the
mole and the German guns, material
and shipping, the channel has been
blocked by the cement ships and a
German dredger was destroyed.

WESTERN

FOREIGN
Germany has not yet accepted tha
final draft of the peace treaty with
Russia.
Business was resumed and normal
conditions restored following the one-dademonstration strike in Dublin.
A British airman bombed Zeebrugge
mole while the kaiser was inspecting
the results of the recent navul raid
there.
Sixty-sisteamers, aggregating 514,-00- 0
tons dead weight will be turned
over by China to the United States for
use in the war.
Vice Admiral Schroeder. the commander at Zeebrugge, according to reports reaching Amsterdam, will be
deprived of his command for being
taken by surprise by the British.
Viscount Motono, Japanese minister
for foreign affairs, has resigned, according to a Reuter dispatch from Tokio. Viscount Motono will be succeeded by Baron Goto.
A French general will decorate with
the croix de guerre the colors of the
American regiment which defeated the
five-daattack by picked German
troops northwest of Toul two weeks
ago.
The German ultimatum to Holland,
according to advices received In London, demands the right of transit not
only for civilian supplies and of sand
and gravel through Holland, but also
for war materials.
Fifty-eigh- t
members of the crew of
the German raider Seeadler, which operated in the south Pacific ocean until
it was wrecked, have been interned in
Chile, according to announcement by
naval authorities at Honolulu.
The Austrian ministry of railways
announces the entire suspension of
passenger traffic on the northern railways, according to advices from Vienna. This action was taken because of
the shortage of coal, due to a strike of
miners.
v
Two American soldiers, wounded In
the engagement around Selcheprey,
were found alive in a dugout in No
Man's land. The dugout had been badly smashed by German shell fire, and
how the men managed to keep alive,
physicians say, Is little short of mlr- aculouB.

Major General Radcllffe, director of
operations, declared in London, in discussing the loss of Kemmel bill, that
be expects a big German offensive between Arras and Amiens "far greater
than the present attacks," for the purpose of separating the British
and
French armies. "So far the German
successes have been merely tactical,"
he said. "There has been no change
in the strategical situation."

SPORT
Governor Burnquist may not permit
fight in Minnesota
the Willard-Fulto- n
on July 4, according to word from one
close to the Minnesota governor. It
was hinted some other date might be
permissible.
A. J. Slmonson, president of the Den
ver Riding and Driving Club and member of the Colorado State Racing Commission, subscribed for 81,500 in Lib
erty bonds in the name of the commission. One thousand dollars' worth was
taken in Denver and $500 worth secured in Pueblo.

Thomas Armstrong, prosperous far
mer, living six miles south of Roches
ter, Minn., shot and instantly killed his GENERAL
wife and fatally wounded his
Increase to 830 a month in the min
old stepson at their home. Armstrong
imum pensions for Civil war veterans
escaped.
and graduated Increases to $40 are
Judge Waller W. Graves, chief Jus- proposed in a bill by Senator Smoot of
tice of the Missouri Supreme Court, Utah.
was offered the senatorship to sucMaj. Raoul Lufbery of Walllngford,
Conn., destroyed his eighteenth Gerceed the late William J. Stone. Governor Gardner offered the seat to Graves man airplane April 23. Lieut. Paul
shortly after he received word from Frank Baer of Mobile, Ala., brought
Champ Clark declining the appoint- down his fifth German machine the
ment.
' Twenty-siacts of heroism were recognized by the Carnegie hero fund
commission in spring session at Pittsburgh, Pa. Five silver medals and
twenty-on- e
bronze medals were awarded. Several money awards were made,
including benefits to the dependents
of two who lost their lives.

WASHINGTON
President Wilson made ' a second
subscription to the Third Liberty Loan
taking (2,000 worth of bonds.
America's contributions of food to
the civilian populations of the allies increased enormously during March.
The country faces a coal shortage of
75,000,000 tons next winter, it was announced by the fuel administration.
Leading telephone companies last
year earned 175,960.219 or 3,000,000
less than in 1916, the Interstate Commerce Commission reported.
The acreage of oats sown in the fall
of 1917, for harvest in 1918, Is estimated by the department of agriculture to be about 2,372,000 acres, as
compared with 2,424,000 acres of winter sown oats harvested in 1917.
Holland has placed an embargo on
'the exportation from the Dutch East
Indies of tin, tin ore, cinchona bark,
quinine, quinine salts and kapok, all
of which are needed in large quantities
by the United States for war purposes.
The House adopted the Senate resolution for the registration for military
service of young men who have
reached the age of 21 years since
June E, last.
Belgium was granted another credit
of (3,250,000 by the treasury, making
her total borrowings from the United
States 8107,850,000 and credits to all

the allies 85.288.850,000.
The Third Liberty Loan, rounding
Into the home stretch April 28, swept
past the $2.000,000,000 murk as patriotic celebrations throughout the nation marked Liberty day.

NEWS-HERAL-

same day.
A rush of German women to the
New York port enemy alien bureau,
seeking permission to return to Germany, followed the publication of the
regulation requiring enemy alien wom
en to register.
Six men were killed In a collision
between a Burlington fast freight and
a work train In the outskirts of Bay
ard, Nebr., during a snow storm.
Two more earthquake shocks oc
curred during Wednesday night one at
8 o'clock and another at midnight at
San Jacinto, Cal. Nb damage was
done.
111.,
At Gdwardsville,
indictments
were returned against sixteen persons
investigated
by the grand Jury which
the lynching on April 5 of Robert Paul
Prager at Collinsville.
Income and excess profits taxes are
now expected to bring about 83,000,-000,00- 0
into the treasury in June, or
$500,000,000 more than had been estimated before returns were filed.
A collection of 16,000 government
sealskins was sold for $300,000 at St.
Louis at the opening of the annual
spring fhr auction, the price per skin
being almost 35 per cent higher than
at the Octbber sale. In addition 661
Japanese seals brought $26,000 ; 247
Northwest coast seals brought $10.000
and an odd lot of twelve brought $600.
Five hundred blue fox skins sold for
an average of $.o each. The sale
opened with 885 buyers present.
Far western Alaska has a new smok
ing volcano, according to advices re
ceived at Seattle from Valdez, Alaska.
The latest addition to the northern
territory's half dozen or mors "smoke
pots" as they are called up north, is
reported on the mainland near Cape
Douglas, about fifty miles east of the
fiery Mount Katmai, whose crater Is
said by scientists to be one of the
largest on tha globe.
Twenty-fiv- e
Western railways re
ported at Chicago that every one of
their officers and employes have subscribed to the Third Liberty loan.

Pithy News Items

ROMANOFF RULE

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Western Nowspn.ier fnltni News Service.
COMIMG EVBM9.
October Annual meeting New Mexico

l'ublic HeuiU. Asaouiutiu...
The home of Andres Romero at Los
Lunas was destroyed by fire.
The men called for service entrained
last week for a training camp.
C. A. Cunningham has been retained
as town manager of Alamogordo.
The Union County TeaeherB' Institute will be held in Clayton, July 15
to 27.
A. C. Heyman has begun his work
at county agricultural agent for Luna
county.
Many counties In New Mexico went
"over the top" for bonds before Liberty day.
The state treasurer's office has
made apportionments totaling
from taxes of the 1917 funds.
D. F. Laubniann, county agent for
Guadalupe county, is carrying on a
suocessful fight against prairie dogs.
F. Tapia, charged with stealing three
horses from Amador Montoya of
Springer, was arrested at Lordsburg.
State Treasurer Hall has Invested
$150,000
of the state's permanent
school fund in Third Liberty Loan
bonds.
Feeding of bear grass to cattle has
been found to be a succesBiut way oi
combatting high prices of feed in Tor
rance county.
The postoffice at Cuba was entered
and a number of parcel post packages
and a quantity of state seed sent in
for use of farmers taken.
the U. S. Food
The bean division-oAdministration has a lot of pinto
beans for seed, stored at Clayton, Las
Vegas and Willard that are offered at
$9 per cwt.
There will be fully 2,000 graduates
for the eighth grade of the public
schools of New Mexico this year. In
the opinion of State Superintendent
J. H. Wagner.
Among new coke prices announced
by the fuel administration were New
Mexico coke, $8.50 for furnace and
smelting, and $9.50 for seventy-two-hou- r
selected foundry.
John T. Wolfe, it Is alleged, broke
into the postoffice at LaMadera and
stole $380.97 worth of War Savings
stamps. He was' captured by W. H.
Bates of the mounted police.
War activities of the adult population of New Mexico will be card Indexed, a card for each person, through
a catalog now being prepared by the
New Mexico Liberty Loan committee.
Louis A. Lee, the man who refused
to buy Liberty bonds in the recent
campaign at the Santa Fé shops at
Las Vegas, was branded with a yellow
coat before a crowd of over 600 people.
Southwestern oil men manifested a
new interest in New Mexico when It
was announced that the Gypsy Oil
Company leased the Antonchico grant
in New Mexico, consisting of 320,000
acres.
As to an abandoned oil well, you
can't always tell. Old deserted well
at Redfleld, N. M., has been found by
an explorer to have 180 feet of oil in
it. If the oil is pumped out, in two
days It has the same amount again.
Dr. John M. Birkner, formerly major
of the United States army in charge
of the medical corps at Camp Cody,
New Mexico, held by the federal authorities on a disloyalty charge, was
released from the state penitentiary at
Santa Fé on $5,000 bail furniBhed by
friends in Lincoln, Neb.
Frederick Burkner Goldlng of Silver
City was among the 293 passengers on
the naval collier Cyclops, overdue
since March 13.
Names of graduates from the third
officers' training camp at Camp Gordon, Ga., were made public at Washington by the adjutant general's office
through the committee on public Information.
In the list was Earl W.
Notgrass, Albuquerque, who qualified
for the commission as second lieutenant of field artillery.
"I haven't bought any Liberty bonds
and have no intention of buying any
as the war is nothing to me," W. F.
Faust,
Santa Fé railroad freight conductor, is alleged to have said a few
days ago. But before an Albuquerque
crowd got through with him he had
kissed every star In the flag and
signed up for a $50 bond.
The care of the unfortunates is ona
of the state's heavy expenses, though
It is a work of mercy of which every
citizen is proud. The hospital for the
Insane at Las Vegas began the last
fiscal year with a balance of $5,066.97,
received from all sources $131.780.40.
expended $131,432.11, and closed the
year with a balance of $,416.26.
Judge David J. Leahy denied ball to
Fayette Moore, Indicted at the recent
term of the District Court In Guadalupe county for the murder of Charles
Baber at Vaughn, March 17.
A report of the Forestry Service at
Albuquerque shows that during 1917
there were killed In the national forest of New Mexico 423 deer, 639 tur
keys and C8 bears by hunters.
Albuquerque
real estate dealers
have formed themselves Into a .branch
of the Chamber of Commerce. One of
tha first tasks they will undertake is
raising money (or a $150,000 hotel.

A LEMON LOTION
LEMON JUICE WHITENS SKIN AND

OF
DECLARED TO
BE ON THRONE FOLLOWING
NEW REVOLT.

SON

ALLIES STOP HON DRIVE
FRENCH AND BRITISH TROOPS
FORCE ENEMY TO COME TO
HALT IN FLANDERS.
rVeatern Newspaper Union News Service.

London,

April 29. Five countriei
are reported in the throes of revolt
upor threatened with epoch-makinrisings.
They are Russia, Austria,
Germany, Siberia and Finland.
Grand Duke Alexis, son of the for
mer Czar, is reported to have been
proclaimed Emperor of Russia, with
Grand Duke Michael, brother of Nich
olas, as regent, and it is said that the
new government will refuse to recognlze the Bolshevist peace treaty with

".and
tria

i..,u6uuul

Premier von Seydler of Austria has found his position
untenable on account of the exposure
of the Emperor's peace letter and his
.tactless handling of the food crisis.
Turkey,
the
Austria, Bulgaria,
Czechs and Jugo-SIav- a
are already
quarreling over what they consider
prospective spoils In the Balkans.
In Germany Herr Scheidemann de
nounced the gagging of the press and
reports come of the masses crying for
peace.

Finland upper classes are urging a
"kingdom," while the middle and lower classes are fighting for a republic.
With the British Army in France,
April 29. By one of those
wall stands for which they have been
,
famous In this war, the
forces have saved the situation in
the Ypres sector from turning Into
success for the Germans after the
loss by the allied forces of the dominating peak of Kemmel.
The entire allied Une in France and
Flanders still stands firmly. Nowhere
have the Germans been able to make
a further dent In It.
Hard fighting
has been in progress on the Ypres sector, around Voormezeele, and to the
south of Locre. Both places have several times changed hands, but at last
reports Voormezeele had been recaptured by the British, but the Germans
had obtained another foothold in Locre.. Voormezeele was taken by the
Germans Saturday, but the British in
a night attack won it back and since
have held It, inflicting heavy casualties on the Germans in renewed efforts to take the place.
Thus the enemy was brought to a
standstill, and Saturday morning did
not bring with it any resumption of
his infantry attacks.
The Germans have tried at several
points along the front held by the
French to pierce the line, but everywhere have been repulsed, notably In
the St. Mlhiel and Luneville sectors,
where recently American troops were
stationed.
back-to-th-

Franco-Britten-
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Nil,

Waukiiha.

Oraat Annua,

Vat. Co,, 100

Dr. David Hgoarti'

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons Into
three ounces of orchard white, shake well, and you have
a quarter pint of the best freckle nnd
tan lotion, and complexion whitener,
nt very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and any
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of orchard white for a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion into the face, neck, arms
and hands each day nnd see how freckles nnd blemishes disappear and how
clear, soft and white the skin becomes.
Yes I It Is linrmless. Adv.
a bottle continuing

Carter's
BITTLE

IlVER

JMus.

For Constipation

Carter's Little
Liver Pills
will set you right

Decide how many Liberty bonds you
can afford to take, and then . ,ke a few
more.

over night

Purely Vegetable

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, nnd see that it
Bears the
Signature of
in Use for Over St) 1 ears.

JOY TOASTED CIGARETTES.

Through the patriotism of the citizens of this country thousands of
smoke kits are being distributed to
American soldiers in France. Author,
i ties agree that men in the trenches
need cigarettes almost as much as
food and munitions.

Small Pill. Small Dose, Small Price

Carter's Iron Pills
W1U restore color to the face of
those who lack Iron In the blood,
d
people do.
aa most
pale-face-

curs
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Doctors, nurses, and commanding
officers all join in the demand which
has awakened in this country a great
movement to keep our boys supplied
with smokes.

4

Boys and Girls
Clear Your Skin
With Cuticura
and 50c.
Soap

'

25c Ointment 25

Millions of the famous LUCKY
STRIKE Cigarettes are "going over"
all the time.
There's something
about the idea of the totaled cigarette that appeals to the men who
spend their time in cold, wet trenches
and billets.
Then, too, the real Kentucky Burley
tobacco of the LUCKY STRIKE cigarette gives them the solid satisfaction
of a pipe, with a lot less trouble. Adv.
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WHEN YOU THINK FLAGS

Prioe)
of Factory
Think
Bama price
before The war.
Then write to ne for ceutloffue.
AMERICAN fUU UFO. CO., Km ton. Pa.
mm

PARKER'S

HAIR

BALSAM

tnll.t nMMMEIon of
to inuDM DWUUI.
For Rertorinc Color and
BaautrtoGrayorFadadHalr.
He and 11.00 at Droggltta,

He who pokes his nose into everything will occasionally poke It between
a thumb and forefinger.

He Knew Human Nature.
Hobo Lady, would "you swap something
to
eat for dls pie and cake I got
Influenced by constitutional conditions.
It at de next house?
therefore requires constitutional treatment.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDIC1NB
Is taken Internally and acta through the.
At Times.
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the SysMrs. Itlley What a blessing chiltem.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
destroys the foundation of the dlaeaaa. dren are. They didn't draft Mike begives xne patient strengtn Dy improving
the general health and assists nature In cause he had six.
doing ita work. I1QO.0O for any case of
Catarrh
that HALL'S CATARRH
Red Croma Baor Blue m&kea the laundraaa
MEDICINO falls to cure.
happy, nukes clothes whiter than snow.
druggists 75c. Testimonials rrea.
Co., Toledo, Ohio.
All good grocers. Adv.
7. J. Cheney

$100 Reward, $100
Catarrh is a local disease greatly

Probably some folks He to yon beIt's easier to tell a child what he
must not do than to show him what ho cause they think too much of you to
tell you the truth.
should do.

ENOCH MORGAN'S

Lend Him

SONS

AHanc

Austria Exiles Princess Marie.
Paris. Princess Marie Antoinette,
mother of Empress Zita, has been ordered to leave Austria.
WAR LAST TILL WE WIN

Ir.

Cow Cleaner

REMOVES TAN, FRECKLES,
SALLOWNESS.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
uermany.
Charles
In Austria an
Not every man can accumulate a
party has been formed to militate fortune, but It is a slow one who canagainst the influence of the Empress not contract n few debts.
Zlta. The southern Slavs are reviving
their agitation for separation from
Austria. May Day is expected to witness a general labor strike and demon- - OUR BOYS "OVER THERE" EN-

"
Hungary.

Do Yonr Cows Ftil to Clean?
This Is a serious condition and requires prompt attention
David Roberta
gf!g&
divhii nuick relief. Keen It on band
and prevent the ruin of your ouw.
Heid the Practical Hone Veterinarian
rn bMkUt on áberttra Ib Cw
tadIf for
nn rionlnr In Tollf town. Write

GIRLS! MAKE UP

RUSS RESTORE

Buy

CO.

SAPOLIO

Economy

For

PATRIOTISM

Denver. "How long is the war going to last?" The only answer to that
question Is, 'It will last until we, the
allies, win!'"
-Don't Talk Buy Now
With shoulder squared to their
great breadth, with a radiant determination from his very personality
that was Itself a strengthening hope,
with stacatto accent that pierced to
Or Distemper In stallions, brood mares, colts and all others ls
The germ causing the disease must be remost destructive.
the very heart those words were alTo prevent the troubl
moved from the body ot the animal.
most the first from the lips of Maj.
the same must be done.
Gen. Leonard Wood, ranking major
Wtll do both cure the sick and prevent those "exposes from
general of the United States army,
having the disease, 60 cents and $1 a bottle; $S and $10 Lhs
dozen. All druggists, harness houses, or manufacturers.
burled out upon a capacity audience at
MEDIC AX, CO, Muof act surera, Goakea, lasL, TT. a.
SPOHlf
Saturday night, in
the Auditorium
which he urged Americans to prepare
Rubbing It In.
In every way to help win the war and
Cndfrer "Sir. do you mean to insult
name terms of peace.
me?" Bndger "Certainly not. I didn't
think you could be insulted."
Old Glory to Float Over Berlin.
SH
Tulsa, Okla. "We are going to continue this war until the Stars and
Stripes float over Berlin," Secretary Now Is
tU Tim U d of Tksie Ugly Spots
of the Treasury McAdoo told a crowd
There's no longer the slightest need of feeling
here' April 27. "That time will be proas O t bine double
fthimed of your freckles,
longed," he continued, "unless every strength--- Is
ffuarsnteed to remove these homely
fina ti lrw far f K
Amtrican throws his everything into spots.
get tn ounce of Othlne doable
Blmply
J.H.WILSON
W3soir!mr Break Trace SADDLERY
the struggle. Buy Liberty bonds."
strength from your druggist, end spply s little
CO.
of It night sod morning snd yoa should soon see
uuaranteed
DENVER
begun
disto
freckles
have
worst
eren
the
Dutch Yield Hun Shipping Demand. tost
appear, while the lighter ones hsre vsnlshed enLondon. Holland has yielded to tirely. It Is seldom that more than one ounce JT
I.
DEVELOPING
clear the Skin and gala
Germany's demands concerning trans- Isg Deeded to completely
ndforPRINTING
beautiful clear romplexton.
Band
port and the supply of sand and
Catalogue and
Be sure to ask for tbe dotiMe strength Otblne.
Mimlah Cm .
this Is sold under guarantee of money back rial ahlng Price Hat. Tai Piar
gravel, although It Is understood that st
IC
taaat C. t2 Utm tt
laala.
Adv.
falls ta atvfttoTe freckles.
t
tWat. CalaiaaV
the amount of sand and gravel will
be limited instead of unlimited, acIf you can't be happy at home, the The Platte River Calilo Co.
cording
to a dispatch
from The chances are you'U never be happy anyHague to the Daily Mail, dated Sun- where else.
nSUCMfct
day. It is added that a general under
PURE BRED HEREFORD
taking will be required from Germany
BULLS FOR SALE
When Your Eyes Need Care
Ohm, two and threat.
that the sand and gravel will not be
Eye
Remedy
Try
Bea
MurineMy Comfort. H oents SÉ
or writ na befora baying
used for military purposes.
Rumors
Wo Bmsrtlnf
Just
Book.
Drrjggjsta or saa.lL Writ for Free
are current that Dr. John Loudon,
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
18.
mxm SMMMDT CO., CHlGAttO
HilsUM
minister of foreign affairs, will resiga
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CABBAGE FIELDS
Plant Sanitation Will Prevent
Many of Injurious Diseases
of This Plant.
CROP

ROTATION

IS FAVORED

PLAY GAME FAIR

LATE

INSECT CRIMINALS
Many Birds Carry on Active Warfare on Various Pests.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Maybe you have never thought of
the birds as an organized police force.
Maybe they have not but, under the
marvelous and mysterious chief, the
Balance of Nature, they approximate
a police force so closely as to make
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
an interesting study.
Cubbage diseases which have been
You see a great number of blackknown to destroy practically entire birds grackles, mostly literally covcrops are preventable In the main by ering the ground in some particular
simple methods of plant sanitation.
place.
There has been an outbreak
Crop rotation Is one of the chief foes of Insect criminals that the reguof these diseases, notations should be lar forces were not able to quell and
practiced, avoiding crops which belong the reserves have been called out.
to the cabbage family, such as caulisee a pewee, a kingbird or a
. You
flower, turnips, Brussels sprouts, and great crested flycatcher sitting per
kale. Keep down mustard and weeds
which harbor cabbage pests. Drainage
water and refuse from diseased cab
bage fields may carry Infection, as will
stable manure with which diseased material has been mingled. The seed bed
is often a source of infection, and the
greatest pains, therefore, should be
taken to Insure healthy plants. Locate
the seed bed on new ground If possible, or sterilize by steam the soil that
is used. Disinfect nil cabbage seed beand
fore planting to prevent black-ro- t
blnck-leg- .
Clubroot is avoided by the
free use of lime and by setting healthy
plants.
How Diseases Are Spread.
Fungous and bacterial diseases are
carried from one place to another by
various means, such as insects, infected seed, transplanting from an infected seed bed to the field, drainage
water, cabbage refuse and stable manure, farm animals and tools, and
wind. In view of these facts the chief
aim of the farmer should be to prevent, If possible, the Introduction and
distribution of destructive diseases on
his farm. In order to accomplish this,
several precautions should be observed,
of which the more Important are the
disinfection of seed, the location and One of Policemen of Feathered Family.
core of the seed bed, and crop rotation.
To disinfect seed, use one ounce of
on a dead branch
silent
fectly
still
and
per cent) to two
formaldehyde
'gallons of water, or one tenspoonful or a mullen top or a bunch of leaves,
the
to a tencnpful of water. Soak the then suddenly making a dart into
air, wheeling and returning to his
Reed for 20 minutes In this solution,
duty
cop
on
trafile
dip In clear water to wash off the for- perch. That is the
maldehyde, and then spread In thin at the crossing of busy Insect thoroughfares.
layers to dry. stirring If needed.
You see rather, you do not see unTo Disinfect Soil.
and paless you are very keen-eye- d
To avoid danger pt spreading the
tient, but he Is there none the less
disease to noninfectod fields by means
black-billed
yellow-billed
or the
the
of the plants from the seed bed, the cuckoo slipping silently, like a sleuth
following recommendations are made In gum shoes, from branch to branch
for disinfecting the soil in which the and from tree to tree. He is the plainplants are grown: Sterilization by clothes man, relentlessly hunting down
limim of drain tile laid 111 the bottom
the wily enemies of nature's soclul
order.
There are special policemen, watch
officers and the like, for various special duties. The woodpecker, with the
brown creeper and the nuthatch to
help him once In a while, stands guard
over the tree trunks while the warbler
and the vlreo do duty on the leaves
and little limbs.
But most Interesting of all, perhaps,
are the patrolmen of the air, tirelessly
going their rounds, from dawn to dusk
and from dusk to dawn, policing every
foot of "the space 'twixt the earth and
At twilight, the night pathe sky."
and whip-poor- trolman nlghthnwk
will go on duty. In the gray dawn
they are relieved by the day patrol
men swallow and swift.
And these day patrolmen1 are of the
greatest Importance, not only in pro
tecting man's property, but in makIng living conditions tolerable. If the
mosquitoes, gnnts and flies that swallows and swifts consume were peril . ts of Cabbage Plant Infected With mitted to run riot, living would be
increasingly a thing of pain and sorRoot-Kno- t.
row. It follows, then, that swift and
of the beds, through which steam Is swallow, like all good policemen, are
passed; by means of an Inverted pan entitled to he kindly thought of by
under which steam Is admitted; or by the people they protect.
drenching the soil with a formalin solution consisting of 1 to 100, or 1 GREAT DEMAND FOR POPCORN
to 200 solution of formaldehyde.
Crop rotation Is an essential practice
Short Crop Last Year Has Almost
whether or not It Is necessary In the
Exhausted Reserve Supply In
control of any plant maladies. There
the United States.
which
are numerous fungous diseases
appear year after year on the same
The enormous Increase In demand
field. Some of them, such as clubroot
nd a short crop last year has almost
of cabbage, are strictly soil parasites completely exhausted the reserve supand cannot be controlled by any fun- ply of popcorn in the United States.
gicide. About the only method left to In previous years the reserve has a!
get rid of the organisms is to starve ways been maintained.
In 1916 the
them out, and this can be done only popcorn raiser sold his 1915 crop. In
system of crop ro- 1915 he sold his 1914 crop, etc. But
by a
tation. For ordinary practice, a rotanow that reserve Is gone, and trie 1917
tion of four or five years Is sufficient crop Is on the 1918 market months be
most
to reduce greatly the loss from
fore It would' be marketed normally.
parasites. Deep and frequent cultivaAnd popcorn that usually brought two
organisms
which
the
means
by
of
tion
cents per ponnd In the field two years
are exposed to air and sunshine as- ago ts now bringing five and six cents,
sists In exterminating them.
and may double in price within the
next yenr.
The 1917 crop will be barely suffi
BOYS AND GIRLS
ENCOURAGE
Went to supply the country's demand
this delicious confection ontll a
Little Money Required and Current for
new crop Is harvested. But the price
Expenditure May Be Reduced by
In the field Is bound to Incorn
of
Using Wastes.
crease materially.
Until a few years ago the average
(Prepared by the United States Departman gave little thought to "the corn
ment of Agriculture.)
that pops." He looked upon popcorn
Boys and girls should be encouraged
to start In the poultry business. It as a business for street vendors. every
Here Is an opportunity that
requires little money to Invest, and the
current expenditure may be reduced farmer should Investigate. The United
In part by utilizing farm and home States department of agriculture has
wastes. If the project begins with a Issued several bulletins on the produc
laying flock, the return begins early, tion and marketing of popcorn.
Write for bulletins numbers 202, 553,
especially by supplementing the food
554.
supply of the borne.
8eed Bed Is Often Source of Infection
Should Be
and Greatest Pain
Taken to Insure Healthy Planta
Use Llm Freely.

i

WITH UNCLE SAM

Are Economizing
On Dressmaking

Show Patriotism by Investing in a
New York. A man who likes sta- street. The American tailoring Is the
DENVER MARKETS,
Third Liberty Bond
tistics has given out a statement that best In the world, and the American
Cattle.
more spools of thread have been sold designer contrives to get the best efSO 'q 16.20
or Two.
Fat steers, ch. to prime.. $16.
since America went into war than fect out of tailored material, whether
Fat steers. Rood to oholce 14.60 'll 16.2a
14.25
!'
12.50
steers,
to
at
ffoou...
ever before In Its history.
ralr
f
he ts making a frock or a coat suit.
12.00 l.i.vu
Helfera, prime
This Is taken to indicate that there
France does not care for such
11.60 12.50
Cows, fat, good to choice.
10.60 V 11.50
Cowa, fair to good
an
Important
dressfs
clothes, her women wear them only
revival
home
of
SECURITY IS BEST IN WORLD
7.00 lit 10.00
Cows, common to fair....
making. It Is difficult to prove this under protest, and there Is always a
.
10.60 V 14.50
Veal calves
.
8.00 14.5'J
Bulla
condition of affairs, a prominent fash-Io- n sash, or a piece of embroidery, or an
Feeders, good to choice... . 12.00 14.25
correspondent
writes, but the unusual addition of lingerie, or a
.
10.00 311.50
Feeaera, xuir to goou
Feedera. common to fair.. . 8.00 a io.oo Don't Walt for Somebody Else to Take spools of thread are good enough eviStockers, good to choice., . 10.00 11.50
Indence
women
on this conthe
that
Your
Share of the Greatest
otockers, fair to good.... . 8.60 a. 76
tinent are employing seamstresses to
vestment Open to a
$16.9517.85
Good hogs
make new gowns for them or to niter
Patriot.
old ones. And they are also doing
Sheen.
$20.502t.25
Lambs, light
their own sewing.
20.00& 20.60
Lambe, heavy
By IRVIN S. COBB.
On the other hand, the shops Insist
16.60 16.26
Ewes
17.75
16.604
Yearlings
Speaking of patriotism and our duly
garr
16.0017.00 to our country and those are the that the sale of
Wethers
ments bns been immensely stimulated
speakus
which
things
most
of
Hie
of
by the war. Women who are giving
KAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
ing these days why not buy a Third their time to wur relief work are will(F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
Liberty
bond
or
two?
ing nnd anxious to get costumes with
Hay.
Buying Prices per Ton.
If ever a thing was well named the the least possible expenditure of vitalColo, upland, per ton
$18.0020.00 Liberty bond Is. It stands for lib- ity to themselves, and this can be
17. OOifc 18.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
erty for liberty not only for our own achieved through the
r
nay (now crop;,
rrairie
f'nln.
nd Kehr.. ner ton. 16.00SI18.00 people hut for all the peoples of the departments.
20.0022.00
Timothy, per ton
despotism,
from
liberty
world
from
Those
keep
claim
shops
who
nlso
per
16.0018.00
ton
Alfalfa,
20.00.22.00 imperialism,
and, that women of small means are buySouth Park, per ton
from militarism,
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 8.00 fe 20.00 most of all, liberty from Prussinnlsm,
ing better materials nnd paying more
6.00
Straw, per ton
which, summed up, is the other three for their clothes than they have ever
Grain.
$3.00 Isms rolled Into one.
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
done in the history of American com3.00
Colo., oata, bulk, buying
And, likewise, It Is a bond a bond merce in apparel.
3.23
Corn chop, suck, selling
3.20
Corn in aack, selling
of faith, a bond of honor, n bond of reThose who think out the situation
2.97
Oluten feed, sacked, selling
liability, a bond of security, bucked say that this is due to the employment
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., suiting. 1.77
up by the government of the United of thousands of women in new ways.
Flour.
States of America, Its assets, its good Instead of these women purchasing
Hungarian patent. 98 lbs., sacked,
$4.95 name, Its credits, Its power, and Its cheap, tawdry things, they add $10 or
subject to discount
$15 to the price of a costume and
possessions of whatsoever nature.
DRESSED POULTRY.
buy a gown that gives steady service.
Ti.fiB 10 nor cent commission.
Flag Is Worth Defending.
32
30
p
Turkeys, fancy d.
America Has Done Her Part.
This generation is just now engag25
24
Turkeys, old toms
The one outstanding episode In the
"tí
Turkeys, cnolce
ing upon the tasks of preserving nnd
27
6
Ducks, young
Interesting
and Important movement
perpetuating what our forefathers
25
a
Geese
clothes, is the Immense
16
V
Kooatera
earned for us. If the heritage they of spring designing
that America has
handed down to us was worth taking, stride in
Live Poultry.
fPplno. npt K. it. B. Denver. 1
flag they taken.
keeping;
the
if
Is
worth
it
15
10
All that has pone before was exRoosters, lb
26
&30 fought under is worth living under, It perimental, hut this spring the clothes
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
25
24
Hons
Is worth defending; if the government
2
good.
They make no pretention
are
young
Ducks,
18
Qeese
6 20 they established is a government that
ns laid
should endure, If its securities are of changing the silhouette
down by the Paris designers; the only
Kks.
Is our duty to Instable,
staple
and
it
1
net,
graded
F.
No.
Eggs,
revolution In silhouette which
.34 vest In these securities, to prove the drastic
O. B. Denver
has been attempted by this country,
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
our.23 value of our own citizenship to
O. B. Denver
place
Inst summer, when the nnr- took
selves by the confidence und the trust
Eggs, case count. misc.
caaes, less commission .. .$9.B02- 9.T5 we show in our own institutions.
The
Liberty bond issue gives us that chance
Butter.
43
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb...
entailing the slightest risk
,
40 without
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
upon our part.
36
04j 37
Process
29
28
Packing stock
buy Liberty bonds we are
we
When
helping our country, helping as right
Krult.
Apples. Cold, new fancy, box.l.002.50
eous a cause as ever sent a nation to
3.00
Pears, Colo
battle, and at the same time we ure
safeguarding our savings nnd earning
12.00014.00
Beans, Navy, cwt. .
rate of interest on our money.
10.00 a decent
. ...
Beans, Pinto, cwt.
15
.16 We can't lose; we are bound to win.
Beans, Lima, lb. ..
2.00 Thieves muy break In nnd moths may
....
Beets, Colo., cwt. ..
2.60
....
Cabbage, Colo
100 corrupt, but a Liberty bond is as solid
Carrots, cwt
10.12V4
Cuulif lower, lb. ...
ns Plymouth rock and as houest as the
Onions, table, doz.
If It
of Independence.
75
1.60 Declaration
Potatoes, cwt
1.25
1.50
Colo.,
cwt
Turnips,
goes down, our government goes down
Bias tunic Is a chosen drapery. It is
money
wouldn't
your
and
then
with It,
MIDES AND PKLTS.
shown in this gown by Premet of Paris,
do you any good anyway. If you had
gaberdine with deep
Dry Hides.
in biscuit-colore- d
It stored up it would be conns-cate26o kept
Flint, butcher, lb
collar of brown faille. It is soutached
bv a gentleman In a spiked hel
24c
Flint, fallen, lb
with brown braid.
15c
Flint, bull and stag, lb
met with spiked mustaches and n
15c
Flint, culls and glue, lb
18W20C spiked way of saying "Verboten" to
Salt bides, lb
bizarre splash of something that
to two-thirHorse hides, one-ha- lf
practically everything you wanted to
changes the mannish severity of the
price of green salt.
do.
American national costume into someGreen Salted, Cored Hides.
Backing Is the Best.
8
9c
Over 4 lbs., lb
thing with coquetry that melts Into the
8
9c
Under 4 lbs., lb
ns the Stars and Stripes
long
As
personality of the French women.
6c
Glue hides and skins, lb
7c
float the Liberty bond will be aloft too.
Bulls and stags, lb
Seeing their opportunity nnd grasplb
cured,
lc
less The Liberty bond is guaranteed by
Part
ing It as they have never done before,
Green, 2c lb. less than cured.
every
shred
by
every inch of our soil,
Dry Flint Pelts.
the American tailoring establishments
Wool pelts, lb
4042c
of our traditions, its promise to pay Is
have worked wonders. They have kept
35
37c
Short wool pelts
our
flies
every
ship
on
that
predicated
to the government's request for the
24c
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, lb..
No. 2 Murrain shearings, lb....
10c
flag, on every pennyweight of railroad
elimination of wool ns fnr as possible,
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
Iron In our land, on every peppercorn
and they have achieved costumes that
Tallow and Grease.
Prime rendered tallow, lb...$ 100 .12 In our granaries, on every dollar of
are eminently fitting nnd distinguished ,
10
.11
No. 1 tnllow, lb
navievery
of
rod
our circulation, on
on the American figure, and for the
09
.10
No. 2 tallow, lb
Brown and yellow tallow
gable river, on every furlong of highpersonality of the American woman.
09
grease, lb
.10 way, on every gill of water in every
More power to them!
Calf and Kip Green Salted.
$ .18
.22
Calfskin, salted
American harbor, on every pebble in
The New French Draperies.
10
Kip. lb
.14
the Itocky mountains, on every blade
The severity thnt America luys down
Branded, lb
.10
1.00
1.25 of growing grain, on everything that
Deacons, each
for us in the morning is easily changed
SO'tr .75
Hlunks, each
we, as a people, own and ever have
into n floating gracefulness as laid
Horse No. 1, each
5.006.60
while
And,
own.
ever
shall
and
owned
Horse No. 2. each
down by France for the late afternoon
4.004.50
2.50ÍÍS.0O
Glue and pony, each
on the subject, I might add that
are
we
nnd evening.
Colt, each
60
.60
It s predicated on something more beIt Is yet to be seen whether America
Green Salted Pelts.
$ .501Í2.50
Lnmb and Sheep, each
sides. It Is predicated on Bunker Hill ;
will go In extensively for afternoon
15
Spring lamb, each
.45
;
on the little
gowns, according to the French cus10
Shearlings, each
.60 on Independence hall
apple tree at Appomattox ; on the cortom, but there is one thing of which
Washington,
building
a
at
of
nerstone
we are quite certain ; If the American
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKETS,
called the national capítol. A
C,
L.
woman likes an afternoon gown, she
Prleea for Metals.
man who wouldn't be satisfied with
will wear It through the evening, unBar silver. 99 He.
Copper. $23.12.
that collateral wouldn't risk a pewter
less some formality of entertainment
Lead. $7.107.26.
salvation.
dime for the hope of eternal
demands a more ornamental frock.
Spelter. $6.76
to
somebody
take
else
for
Dou't wait
per unit.
Tungsten concentrates,
France has cut her silhouette as
$24.50.
your share of the best investment that
slim as the American designer has cut
Colo. Tungsten
concenBoulder,
great RevoIt for tailored costumes, but France
trates, 60 per cent. $20.0022.60 per Is open to a patriot. Ourweren't
that
lutionary granddaddies
unit; crude ores, 60 per cent. $22.00
gives a note of the First Empire in the
25.00; 25 per cent, $12.00
12.50; 10 per
George
sort. Their motto wasn't, "Let
seductive way in which she drapes this
cent, $9.40012.20.
Doeuillet of Paris builds a black narrow foundation with floating, trans-poredo it." They helped George do it
something exgown
into
evening
Don't
satin
short.
Sam
Uncle
sell
Boston Wool Trade,
Don't
material.
Boston. Wool Scoured basis; Texas be a bear on the Old Glpry market. traordinary by using tinkling strings
The trick Is not confined to house
Fine, 12 months. $1.721.75; fine, t
to knees. The
costumes ; It plays a good role In street
Don't make your own country ashamed of jet from shoulder
months, $1.551.60.
Egyptian girdle is of velvet.
Territory Kino staple. $1.S51.87; of you.
gowns also, In a modified and demure
half-bloo- d
combing. $J.751.78;
crepe,
Buy a Liberty bond I
combing, $1.501.55; fino
row skirt which pulled upward .from manner. A tunic of Georgette
$1. 6001. 65;
clothing,
be dropped over a
fine medium
the knees to the back and finished with for example, will
clothing. I1.651.60.
satin,
or
and
silk
League.
undersllp
the
of
Home Defense
Pulled Extra. $1. 801. 85; A A. $1.70
a bustle effect nt the end of the spine, slim
1.80; A supers, $1.601.65.
"My wife is the limit," groaned the was thrown Into the arena of clothes. sleeves will float away from the arms
American businessman, who was din- It not only won out, although It wns nnd come back suddenly to the wrists,
Kansas City Produce.
a
visitor to this coun- the work of one designer, but It coin- where they are tightly caught In. But
Creamery, ing with French war began
Butter
Kansas City.
It's Just cides entirely with the clothes that this gown will not be accepted by the
try. "Since the
firsts, 39ftc; aeconds, 38c; pack40c;
ing. 30c.
night and Paris sent over last month.
American womnn for the street.
another
meeting
after
one
Eggs 32 He
There Is a strong note of economy
day. Tell me, does your wife go In
Poultry Kooetcrs, 18c: broilers, 24
This season the two countries go
clothes,
26c.
much for club work?"
hand in hand. The silhouette Is the struck In these new French
"No, ze club nevaire," replied his snine narrow, with floating draperies. which Is heard by the woman who Is
Batter, Essrs nnd Potatoes.
hiring a seamstress to build up her
Chicago. Butter Creamery, 84 42c. guest. "One time tree time she have Take that one condition as the foundaiggs Firsts, S3$T34ltC; ordinary slap me and pull ze hair, but, mon tion stone nnd then build as you spring wardrobe nt home. It shows
firsts. 3233c; at mark, cases Included. Dleu! ze club nevaire." The Gargowns Into new
please Is the slogen given to every the way to alter old
32ara3c.
ones. The majority of women own
Potatoes Wisconsin, Michigan and goyle.
woman,
bulk, $1.101.2j;
Minnesota
ditto,
evening frocks that have good foundaAmerican Designs Preferred.
sacks, $1.10611.10.
Powder-lesGun Deadly.
One Is Immensely proud of Ameri- tions, the skirts a trifle too full. It Is
Chicago Live stock; duotatloao.
true, but otherwise ready to serve as
An American inventive genius has can clothes this spring. Our designers
Chicago. Hogs Bulk. $16.86174n;
gun which may have had the courage to show them In the beginning of a new frock. The allight.
I.96'(f 17.60; mixed, $16 650 Invented a powderless
simple one. It
17.60; heavy. $16.8017.20; rough. Slü. 80 revolutionize land attacks. The gun,
connection with the French gowns, and teration In the skirt Is a
016.30; pigs. $13.0Og 17.25.
for a lurge It Is easily proved thnt In several Im- consists of straightening out all the
Cattle Native steers. $10.20 17.35 ; which might abe tnkendistance,
Is reshort
stockers and feeders.
portant houses the American woman seams, so that there is no flare from
fS30$il2.25: grindstone at
cows and heifers, $6.8613.85: calves, volved at great speed by an electric chooses her entire spring wardrobe the hips down.
$8.00 ft 13.50.
firing
hunthe- McClure Newspr-p- er
Sheep $13.00017.40; lambs, $16.25
motor, and Is capable of
from American designs, rather than (Copyright, 1918, by
Syndicate.)
11.65.
dreds of shots a minute. The bullets French ones.
are carried in small cups, which hold
One of the reasons for this Is that
Price of Sugar.
Drapery seems to be the order of the
New York.
Sugar
Centrifugal.
has not laid unusunl stress upon
them until the gun reaches the proper
Paris
t.OOó; fin granulated, 7.45,
position for their discharge hy centhe tailored costume, and the Ameri- latest spring fashions.
acweapon
Is
trifugal force. The
can woman had reverted to It. She
Smart military frocks are very much
Dultith, Minn. Linseed, $4.0494.10; curate at Ave miles. Is cheap to operwants to appear In a simple but disto arrive. $4.04; May, $4.04
bid; ate and ts noiseless.
tinguished costume when she Is In the In evlderce for children.
July, 14.04ft askedi October, 11.65,
Western Ncwipapar Union News tiervtct.

Little Feathered Songsters Approximate Police Force as to Make Interesting Study Pewee Acta
as Traffic Cop.
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RATTLESNAKE

Special Correspondence.

Vick was in this com
munity Saturday.
Miss Melvina Rhoads is able to
be up again.
There was a party at W. M
Gumforv's Wednesday night in
honor of E nora Rhoads, leaving
for the training camp, where he
will be trained for a soldier, and
we hope he will kill the kaiser.
Miss Ella Gumfory and little
dtushpr L'llian visited Mrs. L. A.
Vick Friday.
Allie Thomas and family, also
CUrenca Vick. went to a dance
at Lucy Friday night.
Fred Hawkins is moving back
in our community again. We
are all glad to see them move
Louis

Do You Keow the Term;
of thai 22,000 Mile Test?
.

You faiowvofrourse;' that the Maxwell' Motor CaristhtdOT
of the world.
You have read that a "stock" Maxwell;
ran for 44 days and
nights without stopping the motor.
.And that, in the 44 days
22,022-miletest, theMaxwell-covereat
an average speed of 25 miles per hour.
.
But have you, up
realized the full significance of that performance?
Do you know that no other motor car in the world has ever equalled or even
approached that performance?
In a word, did you take this test seriously when you heard of it?
Or did you set it down as a "selling stunt" to give the publicity man something
to talk about?
It's worth your while to read and to study the conditions under which-tha-t
test

back.
A few in this part of the com'

munity are gardening a little.
Louis Vick says he is going to
purchase a car as soon as John
Powers makes the return from
Texa, whers he has been visit

non-sto- p

to-no-

inir

Prarce
the sick

Muurfield

iK

his been

on

W. W. Ward made a business
trip to see Alne Thomas Friday,
Harlison Hawkins has been
burning bear grass.
There is quite a bunch of
widows in this community. Their
off running
are
husbands
around.
All the young people (I mean
the single girls) want to be sure
and look in the well the 1st of
May and see their future hus

band.

MO ÜNTAINAIR

From the Independent.

Gus Anderson left this morning for his home in Vernon, Texas, after a stay of twt weeks
here, during which time he invested in a good farm adjoining
He is more than
Mountainair.
pleased with the country, climate
and people here, and hopes to be
back to stay during the summer.
Mrs. Graham has been ill at
the Lodge at Chautauqua Park,
having been confined to her bed
the first of the week. Mahlon
was also ill.
The local Red Cross is planning
a concert and entertainment to
be given May 5th at the sehool
house.
Mrs. C..J. Amblo and daugh
ters, Misses Ihelmaand Esther.
went to Albuquerque last Friday
for a visit with her mother. Dr.
Amble went over in the car Tues
day of this week, bringing the
1 ami y back with him.
On last Thursday the stork
left a young man at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. McGennis in Moun
tain air, and on Sunday he left a
young man and a young lady at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Far
mer, north of town. The attend

Maxwell
Motor
Cars
Car . . . $ 25
825
Roadtter
Car with. All- - '
Weather Top . . 935

.

5-

- Paw.

6-

- Pan. Town Car 1275

well.

A deal which
involves the
.highest price paid for land in
the county, so far as we know
has been closed, wherein Gus
Anderson of Vernon, Texas, be
comes the owner of the George
V. rlanlon farm adjoining Moun
tainair on the south. The place
consists ot dlU acres, is pretty
well improved,
has well, windmill, comfortable frame house,
outbuildings, fencing, etc., and
the consideration is reported as
Mr. Anderson is a
8.750 00
large land oner in the Lone
Star State, where he farms on n
large scale, but says he is buying
this for a home, rather than a
He says he has all the
farm
farming he wsnts to do in Texas,
and wants a place where he can
get away and rest.

AVILLARD

From the Record

W E. Mitchell of Roswell unloaded a car of fine grade-Jersecows today.
He sold a few
h" re and will take the others to

.
Albuquerque.
Mrs. Isaac Barth of Albuquerque was in Willard Saturday.
She wai urging the people to
plant war gardens for home consumption.
J. S. Clack of Tajique unloaded a or of registered Hereford
cows here yesterday, and drove
them to his ranch in the mountains today.
Willard Mercantile Co. shipped
a car of pinto beans, about
pjunds, to New York last

Sedan

All prlcei

1.

o.

.

.

1275

b. Dttralt

Win wheel, molar tjo!pmiot
wife Man aao Towa Car
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ing physician reports alias doing

Official
Figures of the Test
Nov. 23

Daily Av. Mile, Per
Mileage ,Cal. Qaaoline
511 9

551.4
" 24
" 25
537.4
305 9
" 28
516.5
" 37
" 28
509.0
" 29
515.5
480.1
" 30
408 a
Dec 1
484 6
" 2
"- 3
506.6
4 Rain 438 9
" S
502.7
517.0
" 8
" 7 " 505 0
493.3
" 8
472 6
" 9
477 7
" 10
495 2
" 11
540.1
" 12
" 13
5393
465.9
"" 14 Rein 533.1
IS
539 1
" 16
17
4928
" 18
5120
. " 19
525 9
527.5
" 20
496 8
" 21
490.8
" 22
23
487.1
480.5
" 34
477.5
" 25
492.6
' 26
" 27
487.1
477.4
" 28'
523 9
" 29
466.9
30
504 9
" 31

Jan.

"
"

"

r

1

501.4

2 Rain 451.8
3 Rain 479.1
4 Rata 455
S Rain 562.5

...

23.3
21.82
21.49
22.47
21.70
23.02
26.40
23.80
23.99
21.77
30.71
19.51
19.44
22.15
22.35
22 03
21.33
23.43
23.82
23.56
23.18

23.(5
22.95
21.99
22.09
21.72
28.33
23.44
24.50
22.30
23.13
21.75
32.83
33.30
19 79
18 91
18 20
30.34
31.08

1982

20 07
31 56
19 82
19.10

Elapsed time
44 dare
22.033.S
Total miteaae .
Average speed per hour
35 milaa
Average day's run
.
500.6
Longeet day', run
362.3
22 milee
Averaae milea per gal.
Smallest day', mileage
per aallon.
18 30 mil ra
Oreateat average milee
.
28.33 miles
per gall00
.
9.875 milee
Averaae tire life
Note that longest day',
aoaoa on last day of the test.

was made.
You know that the American Automobile Association (familiarly known as the
"A. A. A.") is the official arbiter of every automobile test and contest.
But perhaps you didn't know that when a maker places his product under A. A. A
supervision he mu?t do absolutely as told and abide by the decisions of the Board.
That's why there are
A. A. A. Official Records!
This 22,000-mil- e
Maxwell
test.was official from start to finish.
Therein lies its value to you.
It proves absolutely the quality of the car of the very Maxwell you buy.
For verily this was a "stock" Maxwell. Listen:
First : the inspectors disassembled the motor'to see that no special pistons, valves,
bearing-meta- l
or other parts had been used.
Every other unit was as critically inspected. Then the car was
under their own supervision.
As we had much at stake and the test was made in winter (November 23 to '
January 5) we asked permission to take certain little precautions against accidental stoppage.
Sounds reasonable, doesn't it?
'
But they refused permission to do any such thing.
For example: They would not permit a rubber cover over the magneto it
so-fe-

non-sto- p

v

.

wasn't "stock."
They refused to let us tape the ignition wire terminals they are not taped on
the Maxwells we sell so of course it wasn't "stock."
Neither would they let us use a spiral coiled pipe in place of the usual straight
one from tank to carburetor to guard against a breakage from the constant,
unremitting vibration it isn't "stock."
Nor to use a special high priced foreign make of spark plug the run was made
on the same spark plugs with which all Maxwells are equipped.
So rigid were the rules, we were unable to carry a spare tire on the rear it
wasn't "stock." A telegram to headquarters in New York finally brought a
"
special permit to carry a spare tire.
"It isn't stock!" "It isn't stock!",
That was the laconic reply of those A.A.A. inspectors
last suggestion that
called for anything but the
of the standard, stock model Maxwell
that any customer can buy from any one of 3000 dealers anywhere.
We are glad now mighty glad .that the rules were so strict and so rigidly
to-eve-

precise-conditio- n

enforced.

Any other car that ever

attempts-tequal tíiat recordftmust do it under official
supervision and comply with the. same. terms.
And it will have to go some.
.
For Maxwell set the standard when it performed'this wtonderful' feat. 1 '
Maxwell complied with those rules and made good.
Every drop of gasoline and oil and water-wa-s
measured out and poured in by
the inspectors themselves. They would not even let our man pour it in!
Every four hours thé car had to report atrthe. official station for checking.
. And it had to be there on the minute.
.And every minute there was an inspectorbeside the dirivenon the front seattwo more men in the rear. One got out only to let another in day and
night for 44 days and nights!
There was one technical stop.
I
$
. It is interesting to know
the circumstances.
Dead of night a driving storm a cloudburst suddenly another
in the road ahead.
In his effort to avoid a collision the
i
lied hiswnotor.
At least the observers thought it stopped and so report ed.
ZhA Cd4r dld
SP', however, so its momentum-againstedtthe motor (if it
stalled) when the clutch was let in.
The contest board exonerated
grounds till rt&isrtosvras necessary to save life.
c

-

w..

d

Maxwell-driverstf-

,

--

--

our-drivero-

hW TÍgÍd .Were the nte-

obsVrvís8

.hhave

wned and driven motor

w a
ed pipe;
L? AV 8arburor
wnderfu"y we" made

irSfr those

85,-00- 0

conditions-- 44

Sh,

Mr.

KEEN & McBRIDE Agts.
Estancia, N. M.

the

whtiknowhow Ismail a thing
or stall a motor-- will
carthis must be to go thromgbthat test
cars-y- ou?

"short"

spaiSc

t

stopping.
of
of wafcyr usecf; the tfre unUeage, tire
dlstance and the rou'es are ttiatterSyCflBcialjecord,
under "f31
'
and guaranteed by the A. A. A.
(By the way, the average was nearly 10,00(Vrriles
per titfe)
N.
'
Any Maxwell owner--or anyoneWesteoVnray
see tí

re,WCrt;r!mKUnt

week.

and Mrs. D. A. Yeager
and little son, Donovan, are here
from El Paso, the guests of Mr
and Mrs. B. E. Pedrick.
D. L Stevens departed last
Friday for his old home in Mexico, Ma , on a pleasure and business trip combined. '
Mrs. E. F. Clark arrived Sunday from San Diego, Cal., to
visit her son, J, L. Clark, and
family.
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